
Policy: S18 Teignmouth

Consultee ID: 10 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 12 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Having spent over one hour working through survey yesterday and part way through having it abort and losing all I had written I am going to summarise my main 

Individual
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comments.  These relate to the Dawlish and Teignmouth parts.  Overall a commendable document.  It is missing two really significant elements both relating to the 
Dawlish to Teignmouth section.  The main road from Smugglers Lane towards Teignmouth is narrow and has a very narrow footpath.  The footway is the national 
diversion during high tides for the SW footpath and is well used daily.  No mention is made of improvements here in the strategic plan.  Likewise this section of 
road,the entry to and exit roads from Dawlish centre and main road between towns is dangerous for cyclists and pedestrians.  There are alternative routes for 
pedestrians but for cyclists provision of cycleways ends approaching Dawlish from Dawlish Warren and Teignmouth from Newton Abbot.  In terms of national policy 
and local access the gap and no mention in the strategic plan is a major omissions.  We are talking well into the future. I had mentioned town development and to 
be bold.  Towns will diminish in size; the centres need to be more concentrated and some exisitng shops converted to housing and possibly other business use.  
Dawlish has a plan but it needs more originality.  Relatively good ideas for Teignmouth.  Not sure about all the carbon saving; need to remember how significant 
free bus passes have become for Dawlish and Teignmouth residents.  Current talk of pressure to charge could be counterproductive.  For example, my wife and I 
have sold our second car and rarely use our main vehicle for many journeys locally - many friends have done the same.  Any charge for a bus journey would be a 
disincentive, even a nominal 50p - it's psychological.  Perhaps a nominal charge to renew the bus pass would be an alternative if charging is necessary.  Route 2 is 
excellent and we know users of Dawlish and Teignmouth town services value them.  There may be an issue about the geographical coverage; should, if push comes 
to shove, Teignbridge residents have free bus pass travel throughout Devon only and people on holiday pay a fee - some strategic thinking here.  Re building and 
housing in plan.  I question the Southdowns Road development as it erodes part of the green area between towns and suggest adding homes to north of Dawlish.  I 
also consider social housing is often better concentrated in groups not intermingled.  What about social housing linked to more concentrated town centres?  I will 
probably not answer other questiions as I don't want these comments to be lost.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 36 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
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direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 80 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 204 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Teignmouth is built up enough with a miss match of sprawling estates. There has been no thought to some of the previous estates thrown up that dont reflect 
Teignmouth as a nice seaside town. Great care to detail needs to be considered with any future builds. Use brownfield sites only, empty shops & factories for any 
new builds.There will be an increase in anti-social behaviour if more & more houses are built. Please dont ruin the seaside towns for a government ploy.

Individual

RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

While the RSPB supports the commitments in this policy in relation to cirl buntings and the protected Coombe Valley local nature reserve, and the protected 
strategic open break between Teignmouth, Holcombe and Dawlish, we have concerns regards some of the specific allocations and proposals for Teignmouth that 
are set out in detail in those sections.

We consider that this policy should be amended to include a protected strategic open break (and Strategic Cirl Bunting Area) between Teignmouth and 
Bishopsteignton.

The RSPB supports the recognition of the need to provide managed habitat for cirl buntings.

Organisation
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Nature Conservation (Paragraphs 9.23-9.26)
The RSPB welcomes and supports the recognition of the important wildlife habitats and species in the Teignmouth area, including especially the importance of the 
area to the west of Teignmouth for cirl buntings (the figures quoted relate to the population at the last national survey in 2009).

The RSPB recommends inclusion of the need for appropriate survey and measures regards mitigation and compensation for habitat impacts for allocations with 
likely effects on cirl buntings – and such an approach will apply to other priority and protected species likely to be affected.

Paragraph 9.33 Future planning for Teignmouth
We note the recognition that the current proposed development west of Teignmouth (which will adversely affect a nationally important population of cirl buntings) 
is dependent upon provision of compensatory wildlife habitat and a new link road. Of the options identified, the RSPB recommends the alternative preferred option 
for more limited growth at Teignmouth as this, in combination with provision of compensatory habitat for cirl buntings, will be the less damaging outcome in terms 
of minimising loss of cirl bunting territories and range between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton and
furthering range expansion to the north.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 376 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth & Dawlish RamblersConsultee ID: 406 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As with Dawlish, the proportion of employment land seems very small relative to housing.  We do not see the justification for this level of new housing.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Environment AgencyConsultee ID: 408 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Settlements that form the Heart of Teignbridge (Newton Abbot ; Kingskerswell and Kingsteignton ) as well as Bovey Tracey, Dawlish and Teignmouth are 
exposed to significant risks of flooding.   While two of the 'Strategic Places' (  S.17 Dawlish and S.18 Teigmouth) make some references to this flood risk most do not 
and we ask that if possible all of the 'Strategic Places' have a policy requirement that they be developed in a manner that will ensure they will be 'safe from flood 
risk' .

Organisation
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 19651 Agent: Luscombe Maye

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

As a land owner with ground next to the nature reserve at Bitton Brook, I am aware of and support the 20 year vision of planning proposals in the Teignbridge area. 
This includes the public access over ground which I own, including two established ponds: Grid ref SX 9288 7476 02 02 03

My vision for the land that might be developed would include a place for the community, and Christian worship. For example: youth clubs, coffee shop, meeting 
pace for mums and toddlers.

I would also like to point out that if the new road goes ahead along shepherds lane, I own the top ground near the B3192 where the two roads would potentially 
meet.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Natural EnglandConsultee ID: 20045 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The requirement in this policy relating to the natural environment are supported, including the enlargement of the Coombe Valley Local Nature Reserve and 
commitment to managed habitat for cirl bunting - a species of principal importance.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20387 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20388 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

sounds magic shepards cross road as been deadly for years .

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The link road from Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road should not be developed. The new superstore should be compelled to provide a free bus to Teignmouth 
railway station and extend the parking time allowed at the superstore thus creating a park and ride for that side of the town. Cycleways should be progressed as 
fast as possible especially the one to Newton Abbott

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Town CouncilConsultee ID: 16596 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

A Vision for Teignmouth
The Teignmouth Community Plan will provide creative and innovative solutions to deliver greater economic, social and environmental benefits to our community 
and the surrounding area. It will maintain what is best and distinctive about our
town and improve those parts of our community that have yet to reach their full potential.

In a protected coastal setting enclosed by rolling hills and red sandstone stone cliffs, Teignmouth will regain its pride as a regenerated place to support new homes, 
jobs and services, a seaside resort that is well connected and accessible, a centre for watersports, leisure, music, arts and culture and a well designed town, safe 
from flood risk, adaptable to climate change and with reduced carbon dependence.
Teignbridge District Council – January 2012

Strategic Objectives
The core objectives at the heart of, and running as a common theme throughout this document are:

1. To provide affordable housing for the people of Teignmouth
2. To ensure the long-term economic sustainability of our community
3. To unleash the potential of the people who live in Teignmouth
4. To ensure the environmental sustainability of our community
5. To make our town an even more beautiful place in which to live

Teignmouth is not a conventional town, nor is it an easy place in which to deliver all of these objectives. We believe, however, that within the challenging 
environmental, economic and policy constraints with which we are presented, this
document provides the best evidence based framework we can have to achieve our goals.

Organisation
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We believe that by having taken the initiative and producing this document, our community now has the greatest opportunity it has had for many years in which to 
shape its own future. Our aim is to work with the people who make up this
town to help us deliver these objectives. It is the people who make up our community who understand its issues more than anyone, and who see the opportunities 
presented to us by our outstanding environment and talented people. We are now able to work closely with the people of our town to help it reach its full potential.

Road travel
We will support and encourage with TDC and DCC, road improvements at Shaldon Bridge junction and improved air quality at the Bitton Park Road Air Quality 
Management Area. In addition we will support and encourage partners to maintain the quality of the existing main road networks into and out of Teignmouth, 
which is important for the economic vitality of Teignmouth Quays.

Passenger rail travel
Demand for rail travel in Teignmouth is high has shown strong growth in the past decade and is generally seen as a more sustainable method of travel than by car. 
As the location of one of the fastest growing railway stations in south Devon in
terms of passenger numbers, we will strongly support increased train service frequencies from Teignmouth along the Riviera line, as part of DCC’s Devon Metro 
proposal. This would include south to Newton Abbot Torbay and Plymouth and north to Dawlish, Exeter and beyond. In addition we will support and encourage, 
with DCC additional longer distance rail services from Teignmouth to destinations such as London and the north of England and improved journey times.

Rail freight traffic
Should it prove feasible (and subject to safety analysis of the final Teign estuary cycle route) we will also support the re instatement of a rail spur from the Penzance 
to Paddington main line to encourage the sustainable movement of
freight traffic to and from Teignmouth Quays.

The seawall rail link
We strongly support Network Rail and rail operators in maintaining and enhancing the strategic London to Penzance railway line via Dawlish Teignmouth and 
Newton Abbot for the period of this plan.

Cycling
A section of the National Cycle Network (Route 2) is planned between Kingsteignton and Teignmouth, alongside the Teign estuary. This scheme will join the section 
under construction between Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton. It is expected that the Teignmouth section of the route will be completed by around 2020.

We will continue to work with partner organisations such as TDC, DCC and Sustrans to ensure the delivery of a Teign Estuary cycle route. This will significantly add 
to the visitor appeal of Teignmouth (Footnote 4: Cornwall Council estimates in 2011 of at least £3m added to local economy annually from the Camel Trail), will 
make possible additional environmentally sustainable journey and commuter choices for local residents, adding to their quality of life through making it easier and 
safer to cycle. There is significant demand for leisure cycling in the local area. Recently developed off-road cycle trails on Haldon currently attract around 200,000 
visitors per year (Footnote 5: Source: Devon County Council) and within the first six months of operation, the Exe estuary trail received 120,000 visitors between 
Lympstone and Exmouth alone Footnote 6: Source : Devon County Council). Additionally we will work with partner organisations to help ensure safe bike parking at
destinations.

It should be noted that wider development of the Polly Steps and Quay area, in respect of the proposed National Cycle Network route 2, will need to be explored 
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fully with the owner of Teignmouth Quays to ensure public safety, the continuation of a working port and the provision of the cycle route.

Cross-town bus services
We will support and promote, with other authorities, improved cross-town bus services to ensure improved accessibility and journey options for all residents. This 
will include working with partners to help ensure bus services serve facilities with large numbers of potential users at appropriate times, for example, schools at 
school starting and finishing times.

Our aim is to ensure a greater number of opportunities are available to slow the growth in short distance car journeys across the town which add to traffic 
congestion and to improve access for our residents who live in areas poorly served by the current bus network. To support sustainable local employment, our aim is 
for bus services which serve the Broadmeadow industrial estate to be maintained and improved. This will improve the sustainable travel options to what we see as 
an increasingly important employment site for our town and the surrounding area.

Teignmouth and Shaldon ferry
We will support, with other authorities, the continuation and enhancement of the historic Teignmouth and Shaldon ferry service, which provides an essential link 
between the two communities and forms an important part of the visitor experience locally.

South West Coast Path
We will support the maintenance and promotion of the South West Coast Path route through South Devon via Shaldon, Teignmouth and Dawlish. This route 
provides a useful health leisure and especially visitor resource, contributing
significantly to the visitor offer and appeal of Teignmouth and the surrounding area. It is likely there is further potential to attract greater numbers of visitors to the 
town who use the South West Coast Path, including staying visitors, through
better promotion, encouraging more visitor accommodation through planning policies and an enhanced visitor and cultural offer.

ICT infrastructure
We will encourage further upgrades to ICT, communications and broadband infrastructure in Teignmouth, to keep pace with technological change and ensure that 
our economy maintains and improves its competitiveness. Maintaining up-todate
communications infrastructure will ensure the town’s workforce is able to benefit from new ways of working and service provision.

Electric car charging points
We will support and encourage the provision of electric car charging points throughout Teignmouth, as part of a wider network of charging points across Devon and 
the rest of the UK. We will work with partner organisations including Devon County Council, developers and large businesses, such as supermarkets to help develop 
this network. We aim to investigate the provision of these facilities within improved public car parking.

Better management of peak-hour traffic flows
We will encourage, with stakeholders including employers and DCC, the adoption where possible of flexible working hours to help manage traffic flows at peak 
times.

Better co-location of jobs and housing
Through encouraging the flexible work-hubs concept in Teignmouth and more town centre living - all closer to public transport links and the proposed new cycle 
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route - we aim to reduce longer distance journeys to work and encourage
the adoption of a variety of transportation modes.

Phasing of development with infrastructure
Major infrastructure to support any significant developments must be built prior to, or at the same time as the development, to ensure existing infrastructure 
which is under pressure does not become overstretched.

Car parking (Footnote 7: Refer to Portas review – car parking incentives)
We expect car based journeys to remain a necessity for many people. Maintaining adequate car parking is essential within Teignmouth town centre, to maintain 
the vitality of the retail and tourism sectors, as a significant number of journeys into
the town continue to be made by car. Car parking within the town is often difficult, particularly in the peak summer season.

As such we expect to maintain and improve car parking provision throughout the town centre, in keeping with the townscape. An improvement in the availability of 
parking facilities in the town centre for town centre residents, workers and
businesses, visitors, shoppers and the whole community should enhance the economic vibrancy of the town.

While we aim to increase the proportion of journeys made by public transport, it is likely that demand for residents parking space may increase when additional 
residential development in the town takes place.

Additional car parking capacity
We will work with TDC and DCC to find ways to increase overall provision in the town. In conjunction with TDC we wish to investigate the provision of enhanced 
parking provision at Quay Road and the smaller Teign Street car park. We will
also look at other car parking provision options within the town.

In addition we will work to incentivise the use of residents’ permits in lesser used car parks, which can often run below capacity. An annual Dawlish and Teignmouth 
residents’ car park permit currently costs £430 (Footnote 8: Teignbridge District Council 2012). A similar annual residents’ permit in the busy and expensive London 
Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham is £482 (Footnote 9: London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham 2012), although earnings in that borough are on average 
at least 50% higher than in Teignbridge (Footnote 10: Office for National Statistics – ASHE 2011 residence based earnings). We realise that Teignmouth and Dawlish 
have the additional issue of providing significant amounts of visitor parking in the
summer season, nonetheless the level of these charges is likely to act as a disincentive to residents to purchase permits, who then often clog up free onroad spaces.

Piloting of new residents’ permits
We will propose to TDC to pilot an additional Teignmouth residents’ permit, for use only in the town’s less well used car parks. On the basis that if few residents buy 
current Teignmouth and Dawlish permits at the current price of £430 per year, revenues are expected to be lower than could be achieved by Teignbridge from the 
issue of an additional lower cost permit and we would like to trial this option. We would expect the cost of this permit to be significantly lower than the combined 
Teignmouth and Dawlish permit at approximately 25% of its cost, which we expect to break-even, or increase overall revenues. If piloted we expect this project to 
contribute towards the more efficient use and turnover of parking spaces in the town centre.

There is also the scope to trial dual use permits, one for evenings and weekends and one for daytime workers in the town. This option could be explored - subject to 
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advice – with partner local authorities.

We aim to also explore with other authorities the possibility of implementing free controlled parking schemes that work to enhance Teignmouth town centre’s 
retail offer (Footnote 11: Source: The Portas Review - An independent review into the future of our high streets Dec 2011).
(Footnote 12: Source: Joan Atkins – St. James’ Neighbourhood Watch) One issue raised locally has been the availability of appropriately timed spaces at an 
acceptable charge in the Town Centre. This creates a displacement parking problem in the outer town centre areas where a residents’ parking schemes or changes 
to parking orders (e.g. to access only, or a review of restrictions) require further exploration with partner authorities. Teignmouth’s parking issues require a jointly 
negotiated solution with the Town, District (car parks and enforcement) and County (on-street) Councils, as no one agency is responsible
for overall control of car parking.

Resources for car-parking improvements
We aim to work with partner organisations and businesses to use resources such as supermarket contributions to help fund our proposed improvements to town 
centre car-parking management and provision.

Affordable Housing Requirement
The Teignbridge Affordable Housing Strategy 2010-15 indicated a need for up to 46 affordable new homes per year at Teignmouth, to meet local housing needs 
arising in the town. The delivery of 46 homes per year over 20 years, would
mean that a total of 920 homes in total would need to be delivered to 2033.

Neither Teignmouth Town Council, nor TDC expect to be able to meet all of Teignmouth’s housing within the town itself and movement of people between various 
parts of the District and to neighbouring areas is quite high (Footnote 49: South West observatory – 2005 migration flows). Both we and TDC aim to meet a good 
proportion of Teignmouth’s affordable housing needs within the town. We expect our proposals could deliver up to 380 new social, or affordable homes in 
Teignmouth, which represents just over 41% of expected total need.

As we expect to deliver a high proportion of Teignmouth’s future housing on publicly owned sites, we believe it is likely we can deliver a significantly higher 
percentage of Teignmouth’s affordable housing requirements than we would be able to through purely open market delivery on greenfield sites. Development of 
open market sites would be likely to entail affordable housing is delivered at 30% of the overall total number of homes built, within proposed Teignbridge policies.

With this option, for example, if we were to build 1,000 new homes in Teignmouth50 using the open-market solution, we would only be able to deliver 300 
affordable homes within the town, or 30% of total requirement, rather than the 380 affordable homes we aim to deliver.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 16601 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Associated British Ports TeignmouthConsultee ID: 16665 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Given the above in Policy 10, we are therefore disappointed that Teignmouth Port is not included as one of the numerous areas to which development and 
investment will be guided to in Policy 18. Please specifically include Teignmouth Port in this
policy.

We object to the reference to a marina facility at Polly Steps in "Development and investment will be guided to: i) a marina facility at Polly Steps; ... " and ask that it 
be deleted. We will outline the reasons why below.

Whilst generally supportive of the Council's desire to improve Teignmouth as a tourist destination, we would stress that this should not be at the expense of 
existing commercial port operations.

There are currently two specific proposals which give us cause for concern. These are both included as specific areas within Policy S18, namely "Development and 
investment will be guided to: ... ±) implementation ofthe National Cycle Network
through Teignmouth... and i) a marina facility at Polly Steps... ".

We would ask that it is made clear in the policy that any such facilities shall not, in any way, compromise existing port operations. ABP would strongly object to any 
suggestion that the National Cycle Network should run through the port estate and we are concerned to have been advised that anecdotally other local 
government bodies currently aspire to the same, despite it not being indicated within this document specifically.

We do not feel that any route along the Teign Estuary should introduce additional safety considerations within the existing port operational area and should 
therefore avoid the same, crossing the railway line if necessary, at some prior convenient
location.

Change To Policy:

We would ask that item 9.16 be amended to read "A traffic free section of the National Cycle Network (NCN route no. 2) is planned between Kingsteignton and 
Teignmouth. This scheme is at an early stage and completion is not anticipated until
2020. However it will help to provide a more sustainable alternative means to commute to workplace destinations at Newton Abbot/Kingsteignton."

Organisation

Teignmouth Harbour CommissionConsultee ID: 16692 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

No mention in the title about the fact that Teignmouth is a port and the only cargo handling regional port between Portland and Plymouth THIS IS IMPORTANT

Change To Policy:

Organisation
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As above

The Theatres TrustConsultee ID: 16763 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We note at para.9.20 that the Carlton Theatre is to be redeveloped to enhance the evening economy.  Please consult The Theatre Trust on the planning application 
for these improvements under our statutory remit below.

The Theatres Trust is The National Advisory Public Body for Theatres.  The Theatres Trust Act 1976 states that ‘The Theatres Trust exists to promote the better 
protection of theatres.  It currently delivers statutory planning advice on theatre buildings and theatre use through the Town & Country Planning (General 
Development Procedure) (England) Order 2010 (DMPO), Articles 16 & 17, Schedule 5, para.(w) that requires the Trust to be consulted by local authorities on 
planning applications which include ‘development involving any land on which there is a theatre.’

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Waddeton Park LtdConsultee ID: 16885 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We have agreement with the owners of land to the east and west of Shepherds Lane Teignmouth. A plan of that land is attached.

The Preferred Options identify the whole of that land, together with adjacent land for mixed use. We confirm that we support the allocation of that land for 
principally housing development.

We have carried out detailed investigations of the site to establish whether: -
1. There are any ecological reasons why the site should not be developed.
2. The topography of the site would allow efficient use of the land for residential development and ancillary development, possibly including some office 
development provision.
3. The development site has any significant impact on the landscape greater than the existing development immediately to the east of it.
4. The site can be drained by sustainable urban drainage methods.
5. Pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicles can properly access the site.
6. The land can make a contribution toward the west of Teignmouth relief road.
7. Whether the site can make a contribution towards affordable housing
8. Whether the site is capable of making financial contributions towards the provision of community infrastructure (schools etc) or can afford any CIL payment.

More detail is given below but in summary we can confirm that in, our view, this land passes the tests set out above and is therefore capable of development and 
indeed should be in the earliest phase of development to meet Teignmouth’s obvious and outstanding need for more market and affordable housing and 
community infrastructure.

Organisation
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1. Ecology – Survey work has been carried out by a qualified ecologist who has confirmed that Cirl Buntings are present in the northernmost hedgerows of this land, 
however, they are not nesting there. His advice is that development of this land could be designed so as to accommodate the needs of the Cirl Buntings on site. Of 
course alternative arrangements that are in place for other sites in Teignbridge could also be used.

2. Topography – Lacey Hickie Caley and LDA Design have both looked at this site to see if efficient use could be made of the land for residential development. Both 
highly qualified and experienced firms have concluded that the whole of the northernmost part of this land, shown outlined in red on the plan attached, can be 
sensibly and properly developed for residential purposes giving a yield of between 200 and 240 units.

3. Landscape – A Landscape Assessment was carried out as an important part of the consideration of the topography of the site and given the location of existing 
development in Teignmouth it is considered that there is no landscape reason why
development should not go ahead here.

4. Sustainable Drainage – Robson Liddle have advised on the drainage of this site at the same time as the design was being considered. They say that a drainage 
scheme can be incorporated into the public space within a residential development using sustainable urban drainage system principles and that this will therefore 
cause no stress to the drainage network in the area.

5. Access – Detailed consideration has been given by PCL Highways to the means by which the northern parts of this land might be accessed by pedestrians, cyclists 
and motor vehicles. Widening a short section of Mill Lane opposite Inverteign School into the land shown outlined in black on the plan attached, reconfiguring 
Headway Cross junction so that Coombe Way has a change of priority with a slight realignment, widening Shepherds Lane along the northern section and some 
minor traffic changes to Headway Cross Lane will provide access suitable for the proposed development of land outlined in red.

The road improvements would allow the 81bus route to run directly into the development.

Our transport consultants have also given consideration to a stand-alone development on the land outlined in red and the impact that would have on the wider 
network. We are advised that the impact on the existing network, once the works described above have been completed, would be de-minimus.

6. West of Teignmouth relief road - The preferred options show a west of Teignmouth relief road, part of which runs through or adjacent to the land we control. As 
stated above road improvements would be needed in order to access our land for development purposes and it follows that as a part of that development a section 
of the west of Teignmouth relief road would be provided.

We have also commissioned PCL Highways to consider whether the proposed West of Teignmouth Relief Road can be built along the general alignment indicated 
on the Teignmouth key plan and to further provide us with a budget cost. PCL Highways have made a visual inspection of the route, acquired OS data as to levels, 
applied national road design guidance, considered the impact of the recent decision of your Council to grant Morrisons planning permission and have given very 
careful thought as to the type of road required for the purpose stated in the Preferred Options.

PCL Highways have concluded that the road can be built on or close to the alignment shown on the key plan and that the cost is circa £9m to £11m.

Of course as a part of our proposals we are intending to build about 1/3rd of this road and so the cost of that part will not fall upon the public purse or the CIL fund.
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7. Affordable Housing – we note the statements in the Preferred Options regarding the need to provide affordable housing in Teignbridge and particularly 
Teignmouth. We are also aware of national policy in this connection.

It is our intention to provide affordable housing on this site.

The scale and number of affordable housing will depend on the total yield of houses from the land and, of course, the costs of meeting any planning obligations or 
CIL payments.

If the Council’s proposed affordable housing escalator survives the viability of the site may be called into question, as it is the case that as the percentage of 
affordable housing increases the level of viability falls.

8. Section 106 and CIL – in advance of the CIL negotiations will have to take place as to the scale of any contribution that this site has to make towards community 
infrastructure including primary and secondary school provision, public transport improvements, sports and recreation, etc.

9. Viability – based on the above and our wider research to date we consider the type and scale of development we have in mind to be viable.

10. Phasing – the Council’s proposed phasing is wrong with the 1st phase in Broadmeadow as it is not deliverable nor viable, so it must fail on a test of soundness, 
the land we are promoting meets the test of paragraph 54 of PPS3, see below, and should be the 1st phase for development.

11. Delivery – It is considered that this land is available for development, development is viable and that it can be delivered in the short term.

It therefore passes the substantive tests of Para 54 of PPS3.

The Council should therefore be encouraging the developer to come forward with an early application as part of the strategy for meeting its obligation to provide a 
5 year residential land supply and to meet the identified need for market and affordable housing together with community facilities and infrastructure 
improvements within Teignmouth. To be found SOUND the Council’s Core Strategy will have to demonstrate a deliverable 5 year land supply, this land could and 
should form a part of that supply.

Policy S18 is to be welcomed for its aspirations, however the detail at points a) to m) should be deleted as they are duplicated in the more detailed policies in the 
Teignmouth chapter.

Change To Policy:

Hallbaron LtdConsultee ID: 16967 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The 2007 Teignbridge Strategic Housing Market Assessment, the most recent study available that identifies need at a settlement level, identified an acute shortfall 
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of housing for people earning between £15,000 and £25,000 per annum in Teignmouth. This was argued at the time to indicate likely significant demand for 
intermediate market housing and social rented homes. Given the impact of the credit crunch, and the resulting economic downturn, on development viability it can 
only be assumed that demand for these types of dwellings has escalated since the publication of this report due to a lull in house building. It is therefore essential 
that a range of housing is delivered in the short term, preferably in the next 5 to 10 years. This will in turn help to reduce some of the existing waiting list for 
affordable dwellings.  We agree that the urban extension areas identified in Policies TE1, TE2 and TE3 are the most suitably placed locations in and around 
Teignmouth to deliver housing during the plan period. We are however concerned that the proposed phasing of the development will delay delivery significantly as 
the required infrastructure, most notably the proposed link road from the A381 Teignmouth Road, will take some time to plan and may not be delivered in the 
short to medium term due to ongoing development viability issues. It is therefore important that the suggested phasing of the urban extensions is reversed to allow 
the remaining undeveloped land at the West of Higher Exeter Road site (Policy TE3) to come forward first, as is suggested in paragraph 9.35. This would allow much 
required housing to be delivered in the short term without significant infrastructure requirements, and would help in securing the longer term delivery of the 
remaining sections of the new access road to release the Broadmeadow to Headway Cross (TE1) and East of Shephards Lane (TE2).

Change To Policy:

Senior Council for Devon (Teignmouth Branch)Consultee ID: 17013 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Our discussions mainly concentrated on the impact of the ‘preferred option’ strategy on Teignmouth and its surrounding area.  
In our opinion, Teignmouth has a particular attraction to both visitors and residents alike as a welcoming South Devon town and seaside resort, lying in a protected 
coastal setting at the mouth of the River Teign and nestling beneath rolling green hillsides.  It is separated from its town and village neighbours by the river and 
stretches of rural countryside; which also contain a variety of protected wild life creatures.   Its attraction. too, is enhanced by  its somewhat quirky  centre of town 
small shops with their narrow streets and alley ways to a back beach and small working fishing industry. 

We believe it is possible within a 30 year plan for the town, (which could be incorporated within the District Plan) fully to preserve these natural attributes of 
Teignmouth and its unspoilt sea front; and also ensure that there are sufficient jobs, affordable homes for its residents and the improved recreational and cultural 
activities required for the town to continue to earn its status as the ‘gem’ of South Devon .  
                  
Teignbridge ‘Preferred Option’ Strategy does not, in our opinion, fulfil these objectives satisfactorily, and is in serious danger of steadily ruining much of the town’s 
pleasing features and changing its nature to that of just another un-attractive collection of houses and industry by the sea.  
We therefore set out below our objections to it with some suggested alternative proposals, which we would wish to be considered for a final ‘option’ document.

Our Objections to the Core Strategy ‘Preferred Option’ as applied to Teignmouth
1. The building of an additional 1120 new homes as suggested in TE1,TE2 and TE3, and indeed the building of 50 new homes p.a. over the next 30 years in 
Teignmouth  (making 1500 homes in all) represents considerable over development. It would mean at least an additional 2500 cars (apart from those of the 
expected day tourists coming from the new town development near Exeter) running along many of the narrow streets around the town and leading to ever 
increasing traffic jams, more existing roads becoming  dangerous ‘rat runs’, increased air pollution etc.  
2. Devon Wild Life sites in the area will be compromised by building on and close to them. Habitats for protected birds such as the cirri buntings, pipestrelle and 
horsehoe bats and barn owls will be disturbed or permanently displaced with no guarantee whatsoever that the birds will migrate to new sites tenuously proposed 
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for them.
3. The ‘Preferred Option’ gives no guarantee that the necessary infrastructure will be in place before or built alongside major development  
4. The option paper gives no assurance of sufficient continuing water supply to support the housing development plan.
5. The current protected ‘open space’ boundary between Bishopsteignton and Teignmouth appears to have been removed in the Plan.
6. No guarantee is given that funds received from the Community Infrastructure Levy and the New Homes Bonus for housing development in Teignmouth will be 
returned to Teignmouth for expenditure on local infrastructure and regeneration projects.
7. The building of the new  ‘relief ‘link’’ road is likely to exhaust the major part of both Levy and Bonus leaving nothing or very little for the very necessary 
regeneration projects’.
8. Acccording to local householders a sizeable proportion of the new building in phases TE1 and TE2 will be taking place on land with underground springs and 
subject to flooding thus considerably adding to costs.
9. The Teignbridge Plan gives insufficient protection from over development for land previously designated and seemingly still intended to remain as Coastal 
Preservation Areas or Areas of Great Landscape Value.

Change To Policy:

1. In view of (a) the likelihood that the building of the new Kingskerswell bypass will reduce a significant proportion of traffic from Torquay currently using the route 
to Exeter via St Marychurch and Teignmouth (Bitton Park Road) and (b) due also to the anticipated high cost of the new ‘link’ road that the new ‘link’ road be not 
included in Plan Teignbridge.
2. That in order to free up the sale of larger houses in the area currently occupied by a single resident, Teignbridge DC or its Housing Association partners consider 
the possibly of purchasing the properties at market value and converting/ re-building them as new housing units for re-sale or ‘part-purchase and inclusion in its 
new housing total and eligibility for NHB.  
3. That the basic number of new homes to be built in Teignmouth over the next 30 years be reduced to 500 plus any acquired under the above paragraph, and 
those currently being built after appeal.
4. That there should be closer examination and more imaginative use of brown field sites to provide housing within the town e.g. the present library might be 
demolished and re-sited in the Brunswick Street development or at the new Carlton Centre and the large site  re-used for housing.
5. That future housing development be confined to brown field sites, infilling of approved existing sites and very poor quality arable land, where new building will 
not affect the landscape i.e. no major western or northern extensions of the town.
6. That the Broadmeadow Industrial Estate be re=designed and enhanced to be more attractive to existing companies and to new small and medium sizes 
businesses for which space should be made available within the Estate boundary.
7. That proposals included in the ‘Preferred Option’ for enhancing the town’s centre  retail sector e.g. in the Brunswick Street area be strongly supported
8. That provision be made for infrastructure to support any sizeable developments to be built prior to or alongside the development.
9. That previously designated Coastal Preservation Areas, Areas of Great Landscape Value, County Wildlife Sites, the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve and the Teign 
Valley and Estuary, the Den and existing parks, open spaces and playing fields be maintained, wherever possible further enhanced and strongly protected .
10. That funds amassed from the Community Infrastructure Levy and the New Homes Bonus from developments in Teignmouth shall be allocated by Teignbridge 
DC to infrastructure and Regeneration projects in Teignmouth. It is our opinion that with the cancellation of the proposed new ‘link’ road the funds generated from 
the town plan outlined above should realize considerably more income than that from the original Plan Teignbridge .

Consultee ID: 17050 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

You could deliver higher levels of affordable homes by using publicly owned land in the town as delivery sites instead. Employment land is nowhere near enough to 
match housing growth in the town leading to massive amounts of outbound commuting The link road is unlikely to be viable, would not leave any revenues from 
NHB and CIL left for anything else, would be built on CPA, AGLV and County wildlife site land. Have you contacted DCC Highways, or Devon Biodiversity records 
Office prior to this consultation, notified them of your plans and discussed whether they might be feasible, or in accordance with what you are proposing, before 
you went to conusltation with this plan?

Change To Policy:

Totally re-do your plan. The proposed Teignmouth Town plan I have seen today is better than yours and it only took people in the town 4 weeks to do, UNPAID!

Consultee ID: 17051 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The wording in the introductory paragraph is fine. Most points are fine. The problem is with points: b, c and m. In addition much more detail is required on points i 
and j before a properly informed decision can be made on these. Point b. The affordable ratio is good. The number of houses allocated is excessive and is 
statistically inaccurate. This is well in excess of local need. Office for National Statistics(ONS)projections to 2033 state that for the whole of the period all growth in 
Teignbridge will come entirely from in-migration. While there is an element of difficulty for some people getting on the housing ladder, Teignbridge's projections 
primarily cater for in-migrants and not just local need so your policy wording under this point  pointing to reflecting local need is a total misnomer and is 
misleading. Additionally Teignbridge's calculations for the District until 2033 are a significant 'stretch' target and if implemented will alter the District beyond all 
recognition, changing its character from small towns and semi-rural to primarily urban. Teignbridge overall housing figures are well in excess of those predicted by 
ONS and need to be recalculated. ONS figures are a projected trend. Given that economic growth is expected to be even lower than from when the trend was 
calculated, even the ONS figure will be higher than what is likely to happen in reality. When this has been recalculated by Teignbridge the numbers need to be re-
allocated to locations throughout the District, in locations where there is actually the room to take them without seriously altering their character. Teignmouth 
would be fundamentally altered and become impossible to move around if in excess of 400 more houses are built here. Point c - This is not required and there is no 
indication in the plan of feasibility having been undertaken by Devon County Council - the highways authority. Teignbridge suggests £13m may come to 
Teignmouth from developer contributions as part of the plan. The road (which would need a new junction on higher Exeter Road) would be likely to cost nearly all 
of this money, just to serve the housing from which the contributions have been taken, leaving little, or no money left for other essential infrastructure and 
services, plus regenerating the town centre.  It would also fundamentally alter the character of Teignmouth's rural fringes that are essential to maintaining its draw 
as a resort and residential town. By building this and the houses to go with it the town would not be regenerated as stated in the introductory paragraph, partly 
through a fundamental change in character and primarily because there will be no money to pay for it, as the road would use up the the funds. It is essential that in 
times of financial diffiuclty such as these, proper costings are put in place before these plans can be rubber stamped by residents in a consultation process, as 
taxpayers must not have to subsidise additional infrastructure. There is also no indication of the phasing of any road in relation to proposed developments. No 
additional housing in Teignmouth west of Exeter road can go ahead before a new road is built, without crippling existing infrastructure. Bitton Park Road is often 
grid locked even in the winter and the town cannot take any more traffic. Point M - the strategic open breaks mentioned are great, but there is not enough detail 
on where they will actually be. Why is there no mention of a similar strategic open break with Bishopsteignton. This boundary is equally worthy of being preserved 
and must be included.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Figures for b need to be recalculated sensibly using ONS figures. c needs to be removed, until a full feasibility study and cost benefit analysis for taxpayers have 
been undertaken, with detail on road and development phasing. m - needs to have Bishopsteignton adding. i - needs detail on how big this would be and if it would 
just be a marina, or what else would be there. j - needs detail on whether this means the Lido, or a new swimming pool and what would happen in either case.

CPRE Teignbridge BranchConsultee ID: 17084 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Page 134,Section 9.7 states that Teignmouth is “In a protected coastal setting enclosed by rolling hills and red sandstone cliffs”,a situation which will hardly 
continue with the current development proposals.

But the remainder of the road and traffic infrastructure systems of our towns, particularly Newton Abbot and Teignmouth,(and the country roads),already at 
bursting point would not be able to cope with what would have to be a significant % increase in the volume of private and commercial traffic.

From all our comments above,the clear necessity is for the scale of what is clearly over-development of a Rural District to be reduced as much as possible. The 
Jewel in the Crown which is Teignmouth and the Estuary cannot be sacrificed. Disproportionate expansion of Newton Abbot should also be avoided.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17096 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
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direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17155 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
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relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17240 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

S18 c) I think this new road is a good idea. However, A)I am concerned about any loss of hedgerows as there are one on either side of the road at present (must be 
1-2 miles worth at least!) Could the new proposed road go into the fields towards Bishopstignton that run next to hedgerow ie:parallel to shepherd Lane.So leaving 
the ancient hedge in place. And use the presnt road (shepherds Lane) as the proposed cycle route?  B) Would their be increased trafic noise level for residents of 
Moor View drive?  Could it be retricted to in: NO HGVs etc., Lower speed limit? C) Please ... No access to Shepherds lane from the far end of Moor View Drive as this 
would make it a RAT RUN. Traffic calming will not work.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teign Estuary TransitionConsultee ID: 17264 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

The railway station represents an opportunity to invite visitors and ecourage public transport

For Teignmouth we welcome the focus on self-sufficiency and support for town ecntres. We would like to see the enhacement of access to the town from the 
railway station proposed and emphasised under section 9 Policy S18, and believe that this could link to the planned cycle way and pedestrian links. We would also 
like to see the provision of a strategic open break between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton at 9.7m; development to the west of Teignmouth, TE1 and TE2, would 
impinge on the natural break; the valley north of Broadmeadow, that exists now.

Change To Policy:

Improved and enhanced access to the town centre from the railway station. This will be integrated with the planned cycle and pedestrian routes through the town.

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17269 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17341 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them

Individual
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7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17377 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is in part to put on record my formal objections to the proposals put forward in the above document and to offer an alternative strategy for your active 
consideration.

Formal Objections

1) The proposed scale of development for the town is far in excess of any demonstratable housing need and is proposed at a level that clearly will promote 
increased levels of unsustainable travel towards the wider Exeter and Newton Abbot Employment opportunities. 

2) The proposed limited ability to create any meaningful increased local employment opportunity in the steep local terrain means that any new employment could 
be more than utilised by local people who currently travel out of town to find employment. Any increase in proposed local development will thereby creating 
further a new unsustainable levels of commuting from the proposed housing provision which is fundamentally against current National and Local Government 
Sustainable Development Policies..  

3) There is no formal Transportation Feasibility Study associated with the Plan to assess existing traffic capacity issues and potential solutions, identify future traffic 
loads that would be placed on the current transportation network by the proposed phased development levels (including those at Dawlish etc that will impact 
further on the major through Teignmouth congested route traffic network) or indeed any attempt to investigate potential or cost transportation solutions to 
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compliment any phased delivery of development options or assess the wider impact of Torbay generated traffic on A379/ A381 or the possible delivery or not of 
Kingskerswell Bypass.  

4) The proposed new development road based on Shepherds Lane appears to have been ‘pulled out of the air’ and has clearly not been subjected to any Options 
Study,  Highways Feasibility test or costed prior to it being called ‘ A preferred option’.  A totally unacceptable and unprofessional approach to identifying 
development based transportation issues, impacts and solutions, let alone forming the background and base data to inform a Core Development Strategy as a 
Preferred Option.

5) Due to the complete lack of any basic Transportation Data Study, Impact or Development Phasing Statement  to inform the proposed Core Development Strategy 
there are no guarantees that infrastructure should or can be justified or built before development takes place, thereby throwing the whole credibility of the 
proposed Core Development Strategy for Teignmouth in doubt. 

6) Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them

7) Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to development

8) The development proposals for the Coombe Valley puts at risk endangered and protected species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, 
Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in adjacent fields and 
those surrounding the town. 

9) When the Lovell development was being proposed in the Coombe Valley assurances were given by District Council planning professionals that the ridge line 
formed along Shepherds Lane would never be compromised by housing development and the Lovell development was laid out to respect this  - Yet your Core 
Strategy now proposes to breach this absolute assurance and principle - Clearly totally unacceptable.

10) Your Proposed Core Strategy for Teignmouth will lead largely to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl across delightful green fields, ruin green valley habitats 
and by building across exposed and visible green ridgelines ruin local and tourist amenity by failing to appreciate and respect the wider green landscape heritage of 
Teignmouth. 

However with the clear exceptions and objections noted above I do support in general principle:-

An alternative more appropriate level of planed housing development numbers  for Teignmouth (as supported by TRACE and TRADED)

I believe that Teignmouth Town Council is also currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan (as 
yet unsighted or available for public view and comment ?) will hopefully provide a strong direction and guidance but more realistically balance the town's future 
needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close relationship. It will hopefully work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and 
natural environment and continue existing strong protections. 
At the same time I hope it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear 
– its wonderful environment, river and coastal setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.
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I have now had a quick examination of TDC web data and PDF maps and in the general context of Teignbridge  development proposals  I believe that:-
 
    1)  Housing numbers being proposed by Teignbridge in total are far in excess of anything developed to date and if taken forward will change the character of the 
whole area to become predominantly urban. This will mean many of the green fields in the area many of Protected Landscape Status being swallowed up around  
Teignmouth, but also elsewhere and altering the character of every community. Teignbridge's plans are for at least an additional 13,000 houses to be built in the 
next 10 to 15 years . This is equivalent to fitting another town the size of Newton Abbot into the district by then! Your Council appears to say this is all necessary, 
but looking into the detail the majority of houses are not to cope with natural growth in demand by people living locally. While a small amount of in-migration is 
necessary, the majority of these houses will be built to actually encourage people to move into Teignbridge but where are the jobs to be located and where is the 
transport / infrastructure needed to support their sustainable travel ? People like living here, but by changing the character of the area with unsustainable and 
unplanned development and growth your Council will be destroying the reason people like being here! 
a) Who in Devon, with lower than average national wages, higher water bills etc etc together with current price increases plus the new experience of the last 4 
years, will consider raising £150,000 to £200,000 mortgages for all of these new houses ? 
b) Who 'in the future for which you are now planning' and with the projections of increased fuel/ travel costs, will be considering any significant commute as part of 
a regular travel to work pattern when considering a new house purchase ?  
     2) Neighbouring South Hams which is larger in size (hence more land to build on) and has only a slightly smaller population, is planning for nearer 3,000 houses 
over the same period. almost 5 times less. 
                                        Why does South Hams Council consider they need so much less housing? or conversely why do Teignbridge consider they need so much ?
    3)  For Teignmouth alone they are  STATING AS FACT in your documentation that there will be an increase in population of 12.1% over the next 10 years. That's 
around 800 plus houses, or around 2,000 more people just for Teignmouth - a town which basically has no room left to expand and certainly no land for job 
creation and sustainable travel/ living. This is way more than the increase that occurred between 2001 and 2011. Between 2001 and 2011 the economy was doing 
well; masses of people moved to the South West, there was significant second home ownership and immigration into the UK was at an all time high - 
    Yet the population didn't increase by this much! What's more our local roads are clearly already congested and cannot sustainably take many more cars. I 
particularly draw attention to some of your significant development proposal locations that are quite clearly geographically and topographically unrelated to any 
existing or potential future employment opportunities and therefore at the very outset can promote only unsustainable travel and living in all its guises by their 
very location ?
     4) UK forecasts between 2011 and 2021 are for the economy to remain stuck in the doldrums; little house price growth and reducing levels of immigration. So 
why would population growth in Teignbridge actually get faster over this period ? What is the explanation for this ?
     So in summary I believe the plans currently being presented are a concocted shopping list of 'Developer led proposals' which are being promoted on their behalf 
for the opportunistic short term profit of land grabbers with no concern for their deleterious impacts on existing populations and communities , wider social, 
environmental and infrastructure impacts or the location of proposals on otherwise current District Council Nominated Protected Landscape or areas of Coastal 
Protection. Their proposed locations and specifically any Coombe Valley extension proposal conflicts with every one of the above concerns and offers no 
sustainable credibility whatsoever - promoting only more commuter travel towards Exeter or Newton Abbot where the jobs are or could be created. It is these 
areas i.e. Exeter and Newton Abbot environs where I believe any future Teignbridge District related sustainable development should all be located for both 
Employment and related Housing. It is only in these locations that they can be properly associated with suitable topography, infrastructure and public transport / 
access that is already well established and where there are existing firm proposals for complimentary infrastructure improvement where this is necessary. Clearly 
future development opportunity in Torbay is limited so with Kingskerswell Bypass in place, significant development opportunity to both the South and West of 
Newton Abbot is possible and practicable closely related as these areas are to both the A380 and A38/ M5 and I believe future District housing and employment 
development could be effectively and sustainably located in this wide and topographically suitable area.   
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    I am sorry that this is all a bit of a blast - but hope you have stuck with me to this point and note that I look forward to hearing your views and the support you 
may give to your Councils proposals as they affect locals and the areas that are important to them.
    I look forward to reading the report to your Committee which we were told wil be on line some five days before and hope that I am wrong and that common 
sense on what is appropriate and sustainable and where it might be beneficially located succeeds . I am not anti development and good quality, well planned, 
sustainable development is possible where employment opportunity, mixed housing and community facilities sit hand in hand and actually work. This I would 
support but I do believe there are some very poorly conceived and executed examples in Teignmouth and it is the locals who have to live with the consequences let 
alone the very many who daily commute out of town to earn a living !

Change To Policy:

I will however support a Development Strategy Plan for Teignbridge that incorporates Plan Proposals for Teignmouth that:- 

a) Your proposals confirm - Will not connect new development into existing adjacent estate roads to then serve as the main feeder infrastructure. This will prevent 
exacerbating construction and future traffic increase impacts on existing residential areas and prevent the local rat-running that occurs particularly on those roads 
that serve or connect with existing local shops and schools.

b) Protects the green valley habitats, recognises and safeguards existing adjacent countryside areas, ridgelines and hedge lines/ mature trees as noted above. The 
proposal TE2 & TE3 should be extended across the Coombe Valley to create a green corridor linking with Proposal TE6. Since the introduction of The Coombe Valley 
Nature Reserve there has been a year on year increase in wildlife species that are observed and a northward extension of the protected area across adjacent farm 
land will provide a link to the Cirl Bunting population in the wider valley.

c) Is based on a viable and professional transportation study that identifies all problems, options and impacts and results in a managed, justified and thoughtful 
approach to sustainable development and one that has a chance of being delivered by a sensible limited and manageable approach to the future deliverable level 
of development for Teignmouth.

d) A future highway access based on Morrisons access proposals into potential employment and housing development land (Proposal TE1) but amended to contain 
a maximum level of 500 homes within the Plan Period, This to be achieved by extending the proposal TE1 area to the west of  Broadmeadow into sides of the lower 
valley area and marginally northwards, but one which when comprehensively designed will also delivers an improved highway access to The Lovell estate/ Headway 
Cross area and offer comprehensive surface water drainage of the development towards a new unrestricted outfall at Broadmeadow rather than your currently 
proposed Coombe Valley proposals where you already have a limited capacity piped outfall draining under existing residential properties and a single Detention 
Reservoir constraint that I believe is close to Panel 1 Reservoir Assessment Requirements. 

My proposed single comprehensive development area is then relatively low lying – screened from the main coastal vistas, avoids any ‘ridgeline breakout,’ but one 
which delivers improved highway access to an existing poorly served area, ready access to the proposed employment area , an easy extension of existing bus and 
school access routes and the opportunity to comprehensively design and solve all the issues a single integral area in all its many design aspects that affects few 
existing residential properties but benefits many.
 e) The abandonment of the development of proposal TE2 with its associated ridgeline housing development and as yet unjustified and probably undeliverable 
Shepherds Lane link road together with any further housing encroachment into the protected status land of the Coombe Valley proposal TE3 that will be opposed 
by all the local adjacent residents.
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Consultee ID: 17389 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17402 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17459 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

disagree with the need to develop land for employment or further housing. There should be no new road built which will seriously harm the character of the town 
and the cost of which will be prohibitive. Enhanced parking which will only encourage more road use should also be avoided.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17464 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

a) Allocate employment land with due regard for what is likely to happen in the settlement in the foreseeable future. b) Allocate housing land with due regard for 
the actual requirements of the settlement, not as prescribed by external sources. c) Any new link road must avoid disturbing the environmentally sensitive area of 
Coombe Lane/Headway Cross/Shepherds Lane d) Enhanced parking provision where possible, especially a park and ride or park and sail at Broadmeadow e) 
sensitive regeneration, having regard for historic building construction methods and land use, at Brunswick Street and around the Fish Quay.  (Some say that the 
reason Torquay is languishing today, is that parts of the historic waterfront have been destroyed.)  f) Teignmouth is too hilly, crowded and fragmented to 
realistically allow cycleways to be constructed.  To allow passage of the Tour of Britain, key thoroughfares should be closed from 10 am to 4 pm one day in the year, 
at least 2 weeks advance notice to be given. g) road improvements at Shaldon Bridge junction; h) improved air quality at the Bitton Park Road Air Quality 
Management Area, to be achieved by shifting bulk freight, especially ball clay, onto railways and ideally waterways too; i) retain existing launch facility at Polly 
Steps; j) add an indoor pool and improved changing facilities to The Lido; k) retain the Coombe Lane/Headway Cross/Shepherds Lane AGLV and ancient wildlife 
habitat, intact l) protected open space at the Den, ridgelines to the north of Teignmouth and cliff tops / a small addition to the green space at the Coombe Valley 
Local Nature Reserve, Bitton Park, Mules Park, the Rowdens and Eastcliff; and m) a strategic open break between Teignmouth, Holcombe and Dawlish.  Recognise a 
potential need for open breaks between all settlements, Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton, Bishopsteignton and Kingsteignton, etc

Change To Policy:

a) Allocate employment land with due regard for what is likely to happen in the settlement in the foreseeable future. b) Allocate housing land with due regard for 
the actual requirements of the settlement, not as prescribed by external sources. c) Any new link road must avoid disturbing the environmentally sensitive area of 
Coombe Lane/Headway Cross/Shepherds Lane d) Enhanced parking provision where possible, especially a park and ride or park and sail at Broadmeadow e) 
sensitive regeneration, having regard for historic building construction methods and land use, at Brunswick Street and around the Fish Quay.   f) To allow passage of 
the Tour of Britain, key thoroughfares will be closed from 10 am to 4 pm one day in the year, at least 2 weeks advance notice to be given. g) road improvements at 

Individual
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Shaldon Bridge junction; h) improved air quality at the Bitton Park Road Air Quality Management Area, to be achieved by shifting bulk freight, especially ball clay, 
onto railways or better still waterways; i) retain existing launch facility at Polly Steps; reinforce use of pontoons with associated moorings j) add an indoor pool and 
improved changing facilities to The Lido; k) retain the Coombe Lane/Headway Cross/Shepherds Lane AGLV and ancient wildlife habitat, intact l) protected open 
space at the Den, ridgelines to the north of Teignmouth and cliff tops / a small addition to the Coombe Valley Local Nature Reserve, Bitton Park, Mules Park, the 
Rowdens and Eastcliff; and m) a strategic open break between Teignmouth, Holcombe and Dawlish.  Recognise a potential need for open breaks between all 
settlements, Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton, Bishopsteignton and Kingsteignton, etc

Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Jackmans Toy BoxConsultee ID: 18574 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Organisation
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Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

New Link Road potentially cost prohibitive

Change To Policy:

Town Council alternative plan should be adopted

Councillor

Consultee ID: 19993 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Look at Teignmouth Town Council's proposals, which I undersatnd utilise 'brown field' sites before you build to the west of Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20056 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Once you connect Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road apart from ruining the habitat for local wildlife it will encourage further building on all the land around the 
area. Building on farm/natural land will always lead to more building - I am sure when the Lovells Estate was built there would have been protests against the fact 
that further building would follow - all now to be proved right.  A link road would serve what purpose?  Any traffic coming along Bitton Park Road after coming 
down from Exeter Road is not necessarily going to save time/distance by going across and down and coming out at Broadmeadow.  Any traffic coming from Exeter 
way can surely use the existing A380.  The main problem seems to be traffic from East Teignmouth/Dawlish way heading towards Newton Abbot.  A road across the 
top will not necessarily have much impact at all on that traffic that I can see. So far as I can make out this link road is purely to service a supermarket and to create 
an excuse to build on presumably greenfield land.   What happens once the link road is built?  Will it then become like all the other small roads in/out of 
Teignmouth?  i.e. overgrown country lanes?  What is the point of having a good road linking Broadmeadow to the Higher Exeter Road?  Already this road is over 
used by lorries from the port which are too large to sensibly be allowed along there.  The road between the A380 and Teignmouth is not enough to support the 
extra traffic you appear to think will use it.  Will the port lorries be encouraged to come down via Broadmeadow to avoid Exeter Hill - will this not create more 
pollution along Bitton Park Road and become nothing more than a noisy, polluted rat run ruining the area for the people who live there and the important natural 
habitats along the way?

Change To Policy:

I do not see the need for a link between Broadmeadow and Higher Exeter Road (unless of course you are thinking of the expensive and in my opinion uneccesary 
supermarket) - better traffic management along Bitton Park Road could smooth the flow through the town i.e. box junctions that are enforced to allow joining 
traffic easier access and less likelihood of gridlock in trying to force their way out of side roads, less traffic lights and better parking restrictions on narrower sections 
(by Bitton House and Tesco Petrol Station).  Will Tesco Petrol Station be made to close?  That, I believe is responsible for a lot of the traffic chaos, any petrol station 
that was designed in such a way as make cars queue back onto the main road at busy periods is beyond farcical, not to mention the bus stop being in such a 
position as to block all vision for cars coming out of the petrol station thereby causing further back ups within the forecourt and creating more of a problem!  
Getting rid of the only other petrol stations in Teignmouth over the last 10 years - not such a good idea - we are now held to ransom with only place to buy petrol in 
a 6 or 7 mile radius!

Individual

Consultee ID: 20338 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20365 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20369 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20372 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I do not see how the word "pride" and "support new homes" can be in the same sentence.  Teignmouth is a mess with the continuing pushing forward of housing, 
some with architectural disasters that just do not fit.  Whilst we should make the most of watersports, leisure, music, arts and culture we are not a well designed 
town.

Change To Policy:

NO MORE HOME BUILDING PLEASE.  We cannot get in and out of Teignmouth without terribly long queues as it is, so anything to make this matter worse is just 
ludicrous. Why is everything built in Teignmouth.  Why is Shaldon not taking some of the responsibility.  Why indeed do we need more housing?  I can only think 
that if we taught families to stay together and stopped immigration we would not need them.  Our indiginous population is not growing as fast as housing is being 
done.   Teignmouth has gone in my lifetime from a rural setting, and a pleasant place to live, to an all day traffic jam, so reduced carbon dependence is not going to 
happen as queues get longer. Expensive car parking and signs of failed businesses ever visible. Instead of building houses lets plant crops to feed our people.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20373 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20374 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I dont live in Teignmouth, but I do remember when broadmeadow was a rubbish tip and have tipped rubbish there in the past. long after it was grassed over and 
became a football area I was often told by players who had fallen down onto the grass that soon after they had nasty wounds resulting from what could only be 
called bacteria from the said old tip. There for I feel that the said sight will need a whole lot of looking into prior to homes being built there

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20377 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20380 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I don't really believe in supermarkets, as they don't create community. I believe in affordable housing, but with so many second homes empty, it would be a waste 
of recouces to keep building new ones. Many people are losing their views of the estuary, and a sustainable town would seek other viabilities. Bakers yard and 
other brown field sites such as Broadmeadow should be developed first. Many towns in the area have farm shops. We don't have one on the river. I would kurb 
development to these two sites alone, and pull thw town together with more affordable housing in developments that already exist as exchange of use. The more 
we keep what we've got in the area, the higher the quality of life for people who acre about the environment. Climate change is frightening which ever way it is 
appoached. A carbon free economy is what is needed. It just makes sense. All you really want to do is to build new homes, whereas we are struggling to find work 
already. You need to think well beyond short term goals to solve this one.

The best way to overcome global warming is to change. Off Teignmouth and surrounds there is ample opportunity for wind, tidal, and wave power generators. We 
can keep the docks and do both business and green.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity

Individual
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6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Willos sandwich barConsultee ID: 20385 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20389 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

'Enhanced swimming pool facilities' is worrying: an opportunity to close/cover The Lido?

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20390 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I fully support a) c) d) in regard to a) and b) I would find it difficult to locate the space especeially on the new homes issue

Change To Policy:

I fully support the plan particularly in respect to the arts (new theatre) which has been approved to the best of my knowledge . Also a decent marina facility would 
be a job generating facility and would bring more tourists to the town

Individual

Consultee ID: 20391 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Not enough homes being built.

Change To Policy:

Build more homes here and reduce allocation in Newton Abbot.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20399 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20404 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Agree with more employment land. Teignmouth does not need 55 new homes a year particularly if 60%-70% are expensive homes for incomers,we need more 
social housing.Most of these houses would be bought by people who work in Exeter.These people won't use Teignmouth for shopping;I live in one of the estates off 
Exeter Road and many of the residents work out of town.As a shopkeeper I also know that the Town does'nt benefit much from them.Who is going to provide 
schools?and other services,where is the money coming from?

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Please don't increase the size of our attractive town for no benefit to the existing towns people.Yes there is space for affordable and social housing that is what 
should be built.Do not over urbanise a lovely area that does not need to be urbanised.

Consultee ID: 20410 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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I support the opening statement in S16, but consider further information on feasability of c) above, its likely cost, and whether the cost will have to come from any 
housing subsidy monies is necessary before this proposal; can be accepted I consider that the housing allocation of 55 new homes p.a.cannot be supported and 
should be redusced to 25 p.a. which even with the additional second storey car parking proposed at Quay Road will also require new and improved car patking a 
East Cliff.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20411 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

a) Many of our younger residents move away for practical reasons; i.e. education and employment. They also feel let down that the provision for young people is 
minimal in proportion to the population and with the absence of a centralised community meeting space to encompass all age groups. Designation of employment 
land is vital and an increase in vocational skills training if this is in tandem with support for trade, industry and manufacturing in the locality to ensure future 

Individual
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employment. b) I would continue to question the statistical evidence used to support the need for this level of housing. As I pointed out at a recent meeting where 
a representative of the planning team was present, the entire pre-requisite for housing need for the next couple of decades comes almost entirely from 'in-
migration'. I have asked for clarification on actual local need (specific to our town and not an average figure over the entire region). It is absolutely vital, if we wish 
to rejuvenate our local tourist industry that we do not lose sight of what makes us a unique and attractive destination. Whilst I do not dispute the local need for 
affordable housing I would ask that the statistical evidence is considered more analytically with particular reference to confounding variables (such as the impact of 
'one off' historical surges in incoming population, for example the relocation of the Met Office to this region) and particular attention to the economic downturn 
and its impact on migration.  c) Further information on the costs of this link road have been requested and to my knowledge Devon County Council have not 
provided this. Even as a lay person I would postulate that the indicated cost has been seriously underestimated, thus reducing the projected amount suggested for 
regeneration of the town. The impact on Exeter Road, where the proposed road joins has been ill thought out and with no apparent regard for the effect on what is 
already an accident black spot. I would envisage that the cost of this additional remedial work (road widening/roundabout/access to New Road from vehicles in 
excess of 7.5t which are prohibited from travelling down the B3192 into Teignmouth) adds a considerable amount, possibly several millions, and rendering the 
provision of a link road non-viable financially. It has been suggested previously that the road is necessary primarily to service the intensity of new housing, with 
absolutely no assurances that it would ever be affordable. The housing funds the road and the figures for the construction of this are so vague as to seem 
erroneous at this juncture. Without accurate costings we could potentially end up with just an intensive housing development and additional pressure on the 
existing infrastructure. The suggestion that a link road would remedy existing traffic issues is questionable in my opinion. Traffic increases are time and season 
specific and if the statistics are analysed I expect increased volume is to some extent seasonal visitors and largely due to four pedestrian crossings in quick 
succession affecting traffic flow, school collection times rendering the main road into Teignmouth virtually one-way, ill thought out arrangement of Tesco 
Metro/petrol pumps/parking on Bitton Road causing monumental backups. The air pollution is probably caused by engines idling and I cannot see how the link road 
would remedy any of this as this traffic is localised - the school run, for example, would not benefit from a lengthy circumnavigation of West Teignmouth and the 
lovingly widened Shepherd's Lane!! Just for a small insight, if I were (hypothetically) to go and lie down on the main road opposite the Railway station right now 
(midday in January) I doubt whether the minimal traffic occasionally passing by would even be affected!

Change To Policy:

b)The figures should be recalculated using accurate and relevant statistics. c) A full feasibility study should be undertaken prior to the suggested implementation of 
a new road system into the plan. N.B. Protection of the existing green space is vital but an also an explanation into how the strategic open break could actually be 
maintained with the suggested density of housing.

Consultee ID: 20421 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I agree with the opening paragraph but not with the amount of development proposed. Homes provided should reflect the changing population, eg single person 
households, shared housing and residents suitable for the elderly.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools

Individual
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4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

A reduced amount of housing,concentrating on affordable homes for local people. TDC should consider providing mortgages for first time buyers. Make sure jobs 
are for people in Teignmouth who are currently unemployed. The jobs created should match the abilities of the people looking for work. Protect the environment.

Consultee ID: 20496 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Thank you for free parking on Sundays. (Go to church) Please could library be more central - right in town centre and have a loo. Skate park for different ages would 
be a good idea.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20497 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Studio 5 Photography
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Studio 5 PhotographyConsultee ID: 20500 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

teignmouth has not lost it's pride

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

e)At Broadmeadow the food supermarket is quoted as 1,900 sq.m. in paragraph 9.14 and as 2,000 sq.m. in paragraph 9.37.At Broadmeadow (below the cliff) 
consideration should be given to access by residents of West Teignmouth (on top of the cliff). The current steep staircase with steep steps is less than accessible for 
the elderly, the lame and the pushchair.  i)No marina please. A large proportion of smaller properties in Shaldon and Teignmouth are owned as second homes by 
yachties from up-country, who bring their own provisions for a sailing trip, and do not contribute significantly to the economy of Teignmouth. The impact of a 
marina would thus exacerbate the need for affordable housing, as well as threaten wildlife and shell-fishing in the estuary.

Change To Policy:

a)More hectares for employment land, as paragraph 9.8 says that more than half Teignmouth's workers travel out of town to work. College for vocational skills 
training to be part of the secondary school and open to application by people of all ages from within the school's catchment area. c)paragraph 9.15 "the new road 
to include separate paths for walking and cycling. e)Mention Broadmeadow as done in paragraphs 9.12 and 9.14 d)More parking provision. i)Omit the marina 
altogether

Individual

Consultee ID: 20511 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too many houses will totally change the character of Teignmouth. The number planned in Teignbridge have been totally over-estimated and are not just for local 
need. The majority will be taken by incomers as evidenced from the Office for National Statistics (ONS). Teignmouth's environment cannot take many more houses 
without completely ruining the economy (dependent upon the quality of environment for tourism and to remain as a location which residents and businesses want 
to be in), wildlife habitats, currently protected landscapes and quality of life of residents. These landscapes have been protected in planning terms for years, so why 
do they need to have this protection now removed? In-migration has not increased, in-fact estimates suggest it has been declining since the economy stopped 
performing at an artifically high level in 2007/8.   No new link road will be required if no new housing is built. If it were built what is the guarantee that it would be 
built before the housing? What is the guarantee it will be affordable from Teignmouth development contributions alone? After developer contributions have been 
used to build the road, will there be any funds left to enhance other infrastructure in the town to cope with the massive population increase that would ensue, plus 
would there be any funds left to regenerate the town (which is one of Teignbridge's key Teignmouth policies)?  Why has this essential information been left out of 
this document? It is dishonest to not include this evidence and then expect the public to make an uninformed decision on this matter.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Review housing numbers across Teignbridge and reallocate where they can be built without ruining green fields that cannot be replaced. i.e. BUILD ON 
BROWNFIELD SITES, such as disused clay pits.

Consultee ID: 20513 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20516 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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No evidence has been provided in the Teignmouth section of the document, as to why the housing has to destroy green fields here rather than go on brownfield 
land, or be allocated to other parts of the district. Why did Dawlish get a say in reducing its housing numbers, but no other town in Teignbridge did? This is 
undemocratic. Are Dawlish's taxpayers worthy of democratic choice, but otehr towns not? Housing targets have been totally overstated and need to be re-assessed 
in light of both actual in-migration and lower economic growth projections. Teignbridge is still working to economic boom period, RSS stretch targets which are not 
realistically deliverable without destroying the essence of what makes the area unique. Why have no costings been included on the massive amount of 
infrastructure required to support the proposed development? We taxpayers are not able to make an informed choice until this information is provided.  No 
evidence has been provided in the Teignmouth section of the document, as to why the housing has to destroy green fields here rather than go on brownfield land, 
or be allocated to other parts of the district. Why did Dawlish get a say in reducing its housing numbers, but no other town in Teignbridge did? This is undemocratic. 
Are Dawlish's taxpayers worthy of democratic choice, but otehr towns not? Housing targets have been totally overstated and need to be re-assessed in light of both 
actual in-migration and lower economic growth projections. Teignbridge is still working to economic boom period, RSS stretch targets which are not realistically 
deliverable without destroying the essence of what makes the area unique. Why have no costings been included on the massive amount of infrastructure required 
to support the proposed development? We taxpayers are not able to make an informed choice until this information is provided.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20542 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20575 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity

Individual
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6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20576 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Individual
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Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20615 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

Individual
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I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20722 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I fail to see the purpose or cost benefit of the link road.  To go to Exeter, Bishopsteignton residents will continue to use the A380, Torquay drivers will, unless 
deterred, continue to use Bitton Park Road and Exeter Road to access the A380., as will people to the east of Combe Vale Road.  Therefore the road will primarily 
for those on the new estates to be built, Kingsway and possibly the area around Fourth Avenue. HOWEVER, Bitton Park Road does need a reduction in traffic.  
Agree with point d.  Will this use the money allocated from the Co-op development, approximately £400, 000?  When I was County Councillor I proposed that the 
Teign Street car park could be made multi-storey.  Is that a possible option?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20728 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The whole concept of development set out in s18, TE1, TE2 and TE3 shares a need to improve access as described in 9.15. This highway is described in 9.15 as 
uncosted and might be impractical. I find no proper environmental assessment work has taken place but even a  cursory inspection of the land shows a very steep 
road rising from effectively sea level to approximately 240 m would be required. This would be far steeper than the present roads down into Teignmouth.   The 
road would not only be therefore very costly but with the large scale engineering works required be visually intrusive into the valuable setting of the the valley as a 
whole. Without a proper environmental assessment it is impractical for the Plan to describe ,as it does, in Section C a new link road .  In my mind the road itself 
would be a vastly damaging element introduced into this most attractive area of landscape.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20730 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20779 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

In my view the plan for this town as presented includes too many dwellings; an opinion reinforced by the recent commencement of a sizeable development on New 
Road. Expansion on the scale proposed would put the local infrastructure under immense pressure; I include water supply, sewerage management, roads, schools 
(particularly secondary), medical services and communal buildings for general use. The plans which I viewed seemed to include no estimate of the scale or costs of 
the requisite additional facilities. 

I note the inclusion of a proposed Community Centre for the western edge of the town; well and good, but there is a desperate need for such a modern, fit for 
purpose, facility in the centre and available to all. The present provision is the Carlton Theatre which is worn out, too small and inadequately fitted with resources- 
a disgrace.

Apart from my concern regarding the adequacy of supporting infrastructure to support the proposed expansion of housing, I suggest that the scale of development 
envisioned could well so alter the nature of Teignmouth as to damage its economic and social future as a small seaside town.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20780 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposal for so many houses is not in the best interests of either Teignmouth or Bishopsteignton. I did not see any plans for additional schools, doctors 
surgeries etc, which surely should be included in plans for additional housing on this scale. Although there was a proposed Community centre on the West side of 
Teignmouth I do feel that there is a distinct need for a centre in the middle of Teignmouth. Meeting areas of any size in Teignmouth are in very short supply. I am 
the treasurer of the Teignmouth Methodist Church and our hall is used most of the week, for community activities. I would love to see the plans for the Carlton 
theatre, presented to the town a couple of years ago, activated.

I believe a development of this size would damage the social future of Teignmouth, which is now a jewel of a small seaside town.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County CouncilConsultee ID: 20817 Agent: Bell Cornwell LLP

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Organisation
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In our client's view, there is a need to allocate some additional land for residential development in the town over and above that already proposed.

Firstly, it is necessary to allocate additional residential development in order to ensure that the Council has a sufficient supply of deliverable sites needed to ensure 
it can achieve the required level of housing. As our observations on Policy S4 above note, it is our client's view that the overall amount of housing proposed for the 
District should be increased and that irrespective of any overall change in housing numbers, further sites are required to ensure that the Council's step change in 
housing delivery is achieved. 

This requires the identification of additional sites at appropriate locations in the District, such as Teignmouth.

Secondly, it is necessary to make provision for additional land in order to secure the required level of affordable housing. For example, we note that there is an 
identified need to provide 50 new affordable homes per year in the town - a requirement which equates to a total of 1,000 affordable dwellings over the Plan 
period. Against this, the current proposals to allocate land for 1,120 new homes in Teignmouth are likely to only deliver between 392 and 448 affordable dwellings, 
based on an affordable provision of  between 35% and 40% respectively. In order to secure the required level of provision therefore, there is a need to increase the 
supply of housing sites in the town.

Our client therefore considers that there is considerable merit in allocating some additional land for residential use in Teignmouth. As part of this, it is considered 
that their land at New Road, Teignmouth should be expressly allocated in the Core Strategy for residential development. Our client land is located to the north of 
New Road in Teignmouth and is identified on the enclosed plan. 

The Merits of Allocating Further Land at Site North of New Road, Teignmouth 

Our client considers that their land is entirely suitable for residential use, that its allocation would assist the Council in achieving its objectives and that the land's 
allocation would be consistent with overall approach in the draft Core Strategy. The merits of the land for residential use are set out below:

i. Firstly, the site's potential for residential development has already been considered as part of the Council's SHLAA process. As a result of a submission to the 
SHLAA made by our client, the Council confirmed in their assessment (in September 2008) that the site (SHLAA site reference 020228) was considered to be 
available and suitable for development, provided that the land immediately to the west was also brought forward, as it has now been (see ii, below). The SHLAA 
assessment concluded that the site was suitable, available and achievable. The Council have therefore previously considered and accepted the site's 'in principle' 
suitability for residential development.

ii. Secondly, the site would form a logical extension to the approved development on the adjoining land which is immediately to the west. Following a recent grant 
of planning permission (application reference 11/02718/MAJ) for that land, Bovis Homes now have detailed approval to construct 135 homes on the land 
immediately adjoining the western part of our client's site. It will be noted that Bovis's approved scheme makes provision for access to be provided to our client's
land. This is therefore capable of being serviced from New Road as well as from two positions on Oakhill Cross Road.

Iii. As a result of the Bovis scheme being approved in full, there must now be an expectation that development of their land will begin in the near future. This will 
have the effect of leaving our client's site as an isolated pocket of Greenfield land,
surrounded on three sides by housing. Our client's land therefore represents an excellent opportunity to deliver additional, much needed, housing in a form which 
would not lead to any perception of encroachment of Teignbridge into the
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surrounding countryside.

iv. Our client's land is not subject to any major constraints to residential development. The extent of the constraints relating to our client's site are similar or even 
less significant to those relating to the Bovis land and other proposed allocations in the area. These can be summarised as: 

• Highways and access. A residential development of the land could be achieved from four locations - from two positions within the Bovis scheme and from two 
positions on Oakhill Cross Road. It is very unlikely therefore that there are any significant highways or access constraints which might significantly inhibit residential 
development of the land;

• Landscape impacts. As part of a recent assessment of the land, our client commissioned NPS's landscape architects to undertake an assessment of the landscape 
impacts of residential development on the site. The assessment,
which was completed in September 2011, confirmed that the site was very well screened, being well enclosed and with minimal views from the surrounding area. 
The assessment concluded (paragraph 6.13) that " ...generally the impact of development on all views except those along Oakhill Cross Road and from private 
dwellings around the site will be limited. "
This confirms that development of the site is likely to be acceptable in terms of landscape impact. Furthermore, whilst the Bovis Homes scheme has been designed 
so that the higher land on the northern-most part of the site would remain undeveloped, the NPS assessment indicates that a similar approach would not 
necessarily be required in relation to our clients land. Our clients would be happy to provide a copy of the NPS landscape assessment if necessary.

. Flood potential. The site is located within Flood Zone 1 and is therefore at a low risk from flooding and is suitable for residential use in this regard; 

• Ecology. As part of a recent assessment of the land, our client also commissioned Sunflower Ecology to undertake an updated ecological assessment of the land. 
The assessment, published in July 2011 confirmed that there were no major constraints which might affect the site's development potential. No cirl buntings were 
identified and there was little
concern regarding the presence of bats, dormice, badgers or reptiles;

• Level of development achievable. Based on the site characteristics and the need to reflect the character and density of the existing housing in the area, initial 
analysis suggests that the site has capacity to provide around 60 new homes. It is therefore of a size capable of making a meaningful contribution to the District's 
and Teignmouth's housing supply.

The site is therefore considered to be free from any major constraints to residential development and given the forthcoming development of the adjoining land by 
Bovis Homes, represents an opportunity to deliver further residential development in
Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

Our client suggests that the draft Policy S18 is amended so that provision is made for an increased number of houses in Teignmouth, with the total provision being 
increased from the current figure of 1,120 homes to approximately 1,500 homes.
Our client would suggest that an extra policy be added to Chapter 9 which identifies their land at New Road for residential development.
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Consultee ID: 20837 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

i would like to say that i have serious concerns about the plan for teignmouth. of course i understand that more homes need to be built in this area, that 
teignmouth has to take its fair share of this need. but i feel that this development should take place along existing main routes and not be based on the building of 
a new main road up along broadmeadow and following the route of shepherds lane. for instance has the possibility of  further development along the dawlish road 
been explored ? also along the main road towards bishopsteignton ?  for this reason i would agree with further development up off the exeter road. also i am in 
agreement of the development of sites within the main part of teignmouth, now that flood defence works are under way.
the main reason i am against the development of the broadmeadow valley and further up above headway cross is because this is a uniquely beautiful piece of 
countryside, and i do not believe i am alone in thinking this. john keats the famous english poet used to walk here i believe when he was visiting his sick brother in 
teignmouth, it was his favourite walk. i  think it would be tragic if this countryside between west teignmouth and bishopsteignton were spoiled (for ever) by 
building development. shepherds lane is a favourite for walkers, i always pass them as i drive up that way out of teignmouth (I live in mill lane). and the thought of 
that beautiful stretch of road including the top that goes through beech trees before joining the exeter road, being spoiled by a major road link, feels utterly 
disheartening. why would we want to ruin such a beautiful piece of countryside for ever, when there is the opportunity to build along existing main routes ? 
one argument that is put forward is that such a route taking traffic (a long way) round the centre of teignmouth would take the pressure off the bitton park road. i 
do not agree with this argument, more roads always spells more traffic and would not alleviate the traffic in bitton park road one iota in my opinion. 
this is the essence of what i want to express. of course the morrisons superstore is now a fait accompli, and although i personally think we have quite enough 
supermarkets in this area i accept that the store will bring benefits to the area. but i think development of the broadmeadow valley should stop there and we 
should protect the rest of the valley and the shepherds lane area as a precious landscape and wildlife resource for future generations.
by the way i am in favour of the development of a marina at polly steps.
one final thought - if this development of the broadmeadow valley and above headway cross does get the go-ahead, how will the residents of mill lane be 
protected from that road being used as a short-cut towards the headway cross development ? mill lane is already a problem for traffic,  it is a single lane road for 
much of its length because of residential parking, what is now a difficult enough situation would then become quite a nightmare. the only solution i could think of is 
if there is an electronically controlled barrier at the top where it reaches headway cross, that could only be raised by residents of mill lane. notices such as "access 
only for residents of mill lane" would surely be ignored.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20839 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too many houses for Teignmouth and would ruin its fundamental  character and overload existing infrastructure. This would destroy the  quality of life of existing 
residents and the town's visitor appeal and  alter it beyond all recognition.  Not enough money would be likely to come forward from developments to  pay for 
infrastructure (including the road) and regeneration, meaning a  subsidy would be required from elsewhere, including the public purse to  deliver everything in this 
plan.  Why is there no strategic open break planned between Teignmouth and  Bishopsteignton. Boundaries and strategic open breaks need to remain as  they are.  
Design codes need to be much more stringent in Teignmouth to align  with the best of what is already built in the town and blend with the  surrounding landscape.  
All towns in Teignbridge (including Teignmouth) need the same  opportunity to put forward their own housing numbers and community  plans as Dawlish has done 
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and not have them imposed from above. It is  undemocratic and inequitable treatment of taxpayers and residents to  treat each town differently.

Change To Policy:

Housing figures for b need to be recalculated sensibly and applied to  Teignmouth in terms of what the town can realistically cope with and  keep its character   c 
needs to be removed, until a full feasibility study and cost benefit  analysis for taxpayers have been undertaken, with detail on road and  development phasing.  m - 
needs to have Bishopsteignton adding.  i - needs detail on how big this would be and if it would just be a  marina, or what else would be there.  j - needs detail on 
whether this means the Lido, or a new swimming  pool and what would happen in either case.

Consultee ID: 20840 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Very good to get rid of the terrible traffic problems at Teignmouth.  makes it difficult to fully utilise the area as residents from Newton.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20855 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Cycle path along the Teign urgent t help develop the towns economy as has happened for Padstow.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20866 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.  It is not clear that this is a worthwhile use of money.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20875 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
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2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20888 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.
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Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20889 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20895 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20896 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20900 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20901 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
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• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20902 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
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direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20903 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20916 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
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4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Our property looks straight at the hill side on which you are proposing to build one thousand houses.  If the plan as proposed by Teignbridge is approved we shall 
leave the area. This is a great shame as we love Teignmouth and have worked in the Town for many years. I am not at all convinced there is a need to expand the 
town by such a large number of houses in the name of regeneration. I do not see how building on green fields is regeneration.

I wonder if there is somebody likely to gain significantly by adopting such a bizarre plan as to me it makes absolutely no sense. No doubt Teignbridge is ensuring 
that everything is above board in this respect as the council would look somewhat embarrassed if there had been some under the counter manoeuvring  going on.

Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton are  beautiful places to live but if they are over developed the very essence of the area will be destroyed.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20917 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20920 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20922 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Planning for growth

I was pleased to see that consideration for managing traffic (though a new by-pass) and seeking considerate expansion in Teignmouth is included in this option.  In 
particular, I would be very supportive of the proposal for a new by-pass.  While concerns are being raised about viability and impact on local wildlife such as the Cirl 
Buntings (which I understand is a rare species in the UK but not elsewhere in Europe), it is important that the council remains objective and supports infrastructure 
investment, even if it is just to standstill alongside other towns.  With the need for accommodating smaller households and providing affordable housing, expansion 
of the town at the edges should be supported up to the new road.  This will help mitigate the pressure on increasing densities within the town centre, which will 
blight the views of existing residents across the harbour and out to sea. 

Reducing through traffic and congestion

I feel that a new road is necessary for controlling the growing uptake of car use and for sustaining business and tourist interest in Teignmouth.  I am not wishing to 
support car travel, and believe it should be discouraged where feasible (i.e. where there are public transport alternatives) but in Teignmouth I feel that a new road 
would be necessary for reducing the current through flow traffic and the negative impact this is having on the health and well being of Teignmouth’s residents.  The 
alternatives can only be putting in road tolls or banning cars from the town.  Something is necessary because Teignmouth is being poorly branded by the excessive 
road use, poor air quality, poor visual impact and noise along Bitton Park Road.  

Improving safety

I would also support mitigation of car use within the town centre.  That is, pedestrian’s should take priority – e.g. through use of level paving and roads and by 
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extending the restricted hours for accessing the town centre, which is only really significantly benefitting two take away shops to the major dis-benefit of residents 
and other businesses.  The road use restriction should be for deliveries, which would normally take place before shops open (e.g. 7am to 10am), and possibly one 
hour after they close.  Other mitigations like reducing the road widths on entry to the town along Quay Road will reduce speed and improve safety for residents 
and visitors. This is an important gateway into the town centre for all residents from East Teignmouth, many of whom will be walking to the Den playground with 
small children.

Mitigation of speed along Shaldon Bridge should also be considered through the use of sleeping policeman, etc.  The bridge is widely used by parents with 
pushchairs, and children walking, on scooters or bikes, to Shaldon School, alongside cars and large vehicles which are sometimes excessively speeding and being 
distracted by the surrounding beautiful views and lateral forces of the wind. 

Retail development

In extending the retail offer of the town, greater consideration for concentrating footfall will significantly improve the viability of local shops.  At present, the high 
turnover of shops reflects naïve expectations and a lack of any real testing of footfall.  A testament to this is the number of empty shops.  It would be sensible to 
maintain a concentrated centre, and small niche areas like around fish quay, as opposed to elongating the existing centre.  This will reduce the number of poorly 
formed expectations about opening a shop in secondary locations, and improve the vitality and viability of the whole town.   

With some exceptions to the lack of considerations of the detailed points raised in this letter, I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignbridge Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20940 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 20941 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20942 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 20943 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20949 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20963 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 20966 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

"Teignmouth will regain its pride ..."  Pardon ? Please specify in particular wealth creating jobs that will come with increased population levels. How does a 
significant increase in population reduce carbon dependence ? Why will increasing the population so significantly benefit the people of Teignmouth ?  Water sports, 
arts, leisure ... those things are already in place.   I find the first paragraph a bit patronising if I'm honest.

Change To Policy:

Teignmouth is already a proud town.  It has also had more than its fair share of development. Why not develope somewhere that hasn't had so much building 
already ?

Individual

Consultee ID: 20970 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

Individual
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I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20971 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20981 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Individual
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I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20982 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20983 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

Individual
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• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21002 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21008 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Individual
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Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21009 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

Individual
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I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

I have lived and worked in Teignmouth for over 15 years, and have unfortunately seen the Town Centre decline over the last few years with more and more 
businesses closing and shoppers being forced to look elsewhere for their goods. 
 
Whilst I see some development is planned for the Town Centre, I do not believe it is nearly enough to make a difference and see it focusing too much on other 
areas - in particular the provision of housing. 
 
In my eyes the plans for over 1200 houses are completely out of proportion with the infrastructure development that is actually required in the town. 
Teignmouth urgently needs more parking, development of derelict buildings in the town centre - particularly in Brunswick Street and Northumberland Place, a 
better equipped Hospital and development of, or introduction of another Primary School.  This needs to be the focus before any vast amount of houses and 
population increases can even be considered. 
 
I live in Gilbert Avenue and enjoy rural views, and quiet and safe surroundings to bring up my 2 young children.  The idea to build over 290 homes in a rural area 
over green belt land near Gilbert Avenue is frankly disgusting.  I feel this will have a huge impact on the surrounding rural area, increase traffic to the area 
unnecessarily and cause overcrowding in an area that does not have the infrastructure such as schools/doctors/shops to support such a plan.  
 
Teignmouth relies heavily on tourism and the summer season, and I feel that the Core Strategy does not provide enough to encourage people to come to 
Teignmouth.  If we do not have people visiting Teignmouth then the town and its businesses will not survive, and there will be no-one to live in the new houses you 
propose to build.  Local people are also unlikely to be able to afford them, and we will end up with people coming into the area and not providing for local people 
who already live in the town. 
 
The strategy needs to concentrate on rebuilding and investing in the town first, not build masses of houses unnecessarily.  Who is going to live in them, and which 
services and shops will they use? 
 
If the strategy is not amended, then Teignmouth will have far more people and no infrastructure to support it.  It will also have a massive environmental impact and 
destroy green beltland unnecessarily.  
 
I am not against change, but I do not believe the Core Strategy in its current form takes the needs of the people of Teignmouth in to consideration at all, and does 
not put their best interests at heart.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21010 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

Individual
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1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21011 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development

Individual
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8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21012 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 

Individual
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relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21013 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21014 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21018 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Housing – You say that approximately 50 affordable home will be required each year. Housing provision should be for local people and the provision should be no 
more that. So often large developments take place mainly for someones profit and usually only a small proportion are affordable homes. It would not be acceptable 
to me to see this situation here.

Individual
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Green space and Highways – The area around the golf course which consists of quiet lanes and footpaths is an important area to me for walking from my home. (I 
am not a member of the golf club) Your new road proposals would alter this area beyond recognition. Lanes would be come wide roads, trees would have to be 
felled and the quietness would go. Furthermore I consider that your plan for the amended road is very misleading. Where the lane meets Higher Exeter Road is a 
very poor junction on a bend with bad visibility. Changes in this area to make a safe junction would require very significant changes in alignment. This would have 
impacts on this area which would leave it unrecognisable.

We live here because we like the greenness and countryside. Your proposals would diminish this around Teignmouth. We already see what is happening around 
Exeter to accommodate the development with roads linking Exeter to the M5 area going from 2 lane roads to something that look out of place in the area. Every 
time a country lane is widened it is lost and the character of the area changed.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21031 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Recently we had a chance to see the Summary Leaflet for Teignmouth and the proposed plans for the next 20 years. Living above Coombe Land, we were dismayed 
by the proposal, not only for a new main road from Broadmeadow Industrial Estate along behind Kingsway to the top of Mill Lane, with housing on either side, but 
also the proposal to make Shepherd's Lane into a main road linking up with the Exeter Road, again with building on both sides over what are presently green fields 
and farmland for a good half the distance to the main Exeter Road. Also, although the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve is to be extended to the north, more housing 
is proposed alongside the west side of Exeter Road.
We strongly object to these proposals to build on greenfield sites. We came to live in our present home precisely because it was on the fringe of real countryside, 
affording pleasant walks, not only along the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve, but also in the fields above it on both sides - along Shepherd's Lane to Little Haldon, 
Coombe Way to Bishopsteignton and Holcombe Down Road to Haldon and Dawlish. It was loss enough when the higher part of Moorview and Valley Close were 
built on fields where we roamed and walked our dog. But now it seems we shall lose also the areas bordering Shepherd's Land and Coombe Way and the fields and 
paths to Broadmeadow. Furthermore, a quiet lane nearby with a congested main road with noise and petrol fumes, bad for asthma sufferers like ourselves, while 
housing will obscure our last view of fields and trees.
Finally, this is not just a lost semi-rural view. As climate change and counter measures begin to bite we shall need farmland for locally produced food and woodland 
to absorb carbon dioxide levels.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them

Individual
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7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21043 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

a, c, d, e   Are well thought out.  b. Is a nonsense based on inaccurate data. The areas chosen for residential expansion are totally inappropriate for many reasons 
inc., environmental, location, access, infrastructure.

Change To Policy:

Find a better place for homes, Teignmouths transport infrastructure cannot take this. It's obvious to anyone who lives here - but not to a visiting consultant or 
planner.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21045 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21047 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21061 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21063 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21069 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Individual
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Policy Response:

The scale of development is too great. Proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed. Existing roads would become rat 
runs.

Change To Policy:

keep the character of Teignmouth by retaining the land and the lane as it is.

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I do not support this proposal because I disagree with B and C

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21092 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Development should not extend along coobe valley so that Bishopsteignton and Teignmouth join.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21108 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Teignmouth is full to capacity and cannot support many more houses. If too many more are built Teignmouth would lose tourists. I do not support the link road. 
Regeneration would be good! Use of brownfield sites would be good too.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21109 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It is difficult to see how the allocation of 0.15 hectares of land for employment annually will address the employment need of the area. There is a lack of evidence!

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21112 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21113 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21116 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

b)I am very concerned about the number of new homes to be built and where they will go.  What evidence is there that this amount of new housing  is actually 
needed?   c) I strongly oppose the building of this road. It will have a huge detrimental visual and environmental impact on the surrounding area.  I question why it 
is thought to be necessary.  m) Bishopsteignton must be included so that the strategic break between it and Teignmouth is maintained.

Change To Policy:

Develop Broadmeadow for employment opportunites but do not build the road.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21118 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21120 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I can find no comment about a strategic break between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton, protection of the estuary or a numerical limit on building in the villages 
such as Bishopsteignton

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Limited development is anticipated along the Teign estuary to protect the attractive estuary landscape and tourist and wildlife asset. Specifically I would like to see 
a numerical figure on development in Bishopsteignton, such as less than 5% growth from 2011 levels

Consultee ID: 21122 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The development of 1100 homes over a 20 year period is excessive. I think about 350 is more appropriate. The location above Broadmeadow is good in term sof 
limited visual impact and access to services. The improved road access from blow should be sufficient to service a more modest development.

Change To Policy:

The town centre redevelopment made possible by the new flood defences should include additional housing in teh central area.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21130 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21131 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

'Carbon dependence' and 'climate change' aka global warming are not potential risks to the area. The council should be focusing on flood risk.  I do not agree that 
greenfield land should be allocated in this area, and the rate of 55 homes per year is too high. There should be more protected areas for future generations, even if 
remain as fields not open to the public.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 

Individual
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marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

As above

Consultee ID: 21132 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.
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At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21134 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21144 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

i believe that teignmouth and surrounding area has to be protected from unwanted development, once the buildings are built we cannot remove them!!

Change To Policy:

find somewhere to build that does not affect the beauty of the area, the coast is not the only reason visitors like it here, too much "rural overtaking" will not add to 
the pleasure of a holiday here - and lets face it  - its pretty cheap to go to another country for a holiday - probably cheaper than in this country too!! (and you get 
guaranteed sunshine abroad) this area has and still continues to be over developed.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21160 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them

Individual
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7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21166 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, and could put undue pressure on water supplies, drainage and landfill sites.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.

Individual
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• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit. More houses means more traffic, 
our narrow roads cannot handle high volumes of traffic, so why should tourists sit in a traffic jam in Devon, when they can do that at home.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21201 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I support this in general, particularly redevelopment of Carlton Theatre, but I believe the size of the housing developments proposed for West Teignmouth will 
result in urban sprawl and increasing ghettoisation of the area. I oppose the siting of the new road as it will hugely damage an area of open countryside and the 
ancient rural byway of Shepherds Lane. New roads in general do not reduce the amount of traffic flow in an area but tend to increase it as more vehicles use all 
available routes, with consequent increase in pollution and noise levels.  I am also concerned that there is no mention of the current AGLV above Broadmeadow / 
Combe Valley.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21208 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

A) support b) as long as there are jobs for these people c) unsure of the proven need for the road linking Broadmeadow to H Exeter Rd

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them

Individual
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7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

PCL Planning LtdConsultee ID: 21236 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

On initial inspection this policy appears to be reasonable – but on closer analysis some of the aspirations of this policy warrant clearer clarification and justification. 
In particular the following questions are raised:

- However laudable the aspiration what is the planning justification for increasing vocational skills training at Teignmouth?

- The new link road is a sensible aspiration in principle – but the route depicted is not achievable in practice (due to engineering and viability constraints). The 
suggested alignment should be amended to reflect these constraints.

- What is the new marina facility proposed at Polly Steps and who will pay and maintain this?

Organisation
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- What enhanced swimming pool facilities are proposed?

- How will the ‘Cirl Bunting Reserve’ be acquired? Set up and maintained?

We support the regeneration of the Brunswick Street area as set out in #9.13 and the uses identified in Policy TE4a. We believe it is essential that if regeneration is 
to be secured in this area it is done as part of a comprehensive package.

It is also unclear how this relates to the Neighbourhood Plan currently in preparation. This plan should not simply ‘reflect’ the aspirations of the draft 
Neighbourhood Plan but should be properly planned and justified.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21312 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I moved to Teignmouth from a prosperous town in the South East.  I have been shocked at the low incomes, poor employment provision and lack of affordable 
housing in Teignmouth.  In my view, Teignmouth is crying out for investment and development to stimulate the local economy and to meet housing needs.  I 
support all of the above policies because I want to see Teignmouth thrive and grow rather than stagnate as a tatty seaside town for the retired folk.  Regeneration 
is essential to assist tourism and leisure as well as to provide imropoved amenities for locals.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21402 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We are very concerned about the Core Strategy Preferred Options: Teignmouth. We understand that housing growth is now very closely linked to income 
generation for local authorities and that therefore there is unprecedented pressure for housing
developments to take place. 

However, it seems to us that insufficient consideration is being given to alternative approaches to housing growth in Teignmouth which use existing brownfield 

Individual
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sites and sites within the town for such growth.

Specifically, we understand from TRACE and TRADED, that with the Core Strategy Preferred Options, the proposed road and impact on existing roads has not be 
subjected to a Dee highways feasibility test or fully costed, it breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space 
protections, infrastructure to support the scale of housing development proposed does not appear to be included and it destroys wildlife sites and countryside 
which forms so much of the unique attractiveness of Teignmouth. To these points we object.

We understand that there is an alternative in the form of a new Teignmouth Town Plan which will feed into the Core Strategy Document and that this aims to 
balance more realistically housing needs, employment, topography, tourism and environmental/protection issues.

We would urge you to reconsider the current preferred options and seriously examine the alternatives which could achieve the same ends for Teignmouth with far 
less long term cost to the town, its environment and ultimately its economy.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21403 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I object to the above due to the negative social, economic and environmental consequences that will ultimately impact upon locals, tourists, incomers and wildlife 
as a result of these proposals, which counters the intention of both local and central government policies. My objections are based upon:- 

• The proposed scale of development
• The proposed road that has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
• The current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton will be breached by removal of open space protections

Representing an unprecedented level of urban sprawl that will dilute the landscape character of
Teignmouth, this will:-

1. Create a loss of tourist amenity/attraction and therefore loss of jobs
2. Compromise County Wildlife Sites and the flora and fauna they seek to protect and expand
3. Diminish opportunities for Biodiversity Expansion Zones
4. Bring about the demise of Current Landscape protections (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value)
5. Further compromise the endangered species that Teignmouth is renowned for supporting, ie: the Cirl Bunting, the Skylark, the Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe 
Bat, the Marbled White butterfly, Golden-Ringed dragonfly and the Dormouse - all of which have their homes in Teignmouth.

An Alternative Teignmouth Town Plan is currently being put together to feed into the Core Strategy
Document.

Individual
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This town plan will provide strong direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities 
with which it has a close relationship. 

It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections, mindful not to create urban 
sprawl. 

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear - its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal setting, protection to endangered wildlife and a characterful town centre that serves the needs of residents, welcomes 
incomers and is attractive to tourists..

I wish to support this Alternative Teignmouth Town Plan which is being put forward for Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21404 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
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setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

There are several worries to my mind such as the overuse of Exeter Road for the coast road link to Dawlish. Surely traffic could be sent through the countryside 
over Breakneck HiII- slower perhaps but that would be useful in itself - and would also provide a beautiful route that would prevent summer tailbacks on the coast 
road. Otherwise, traffic, noise and pollution would increase around the graveyard.

Councillor Orme seems to want to create a community use for the house and church in the graveyard. I left a message but have received no answer as yet. Surely 
the church could be used by the Russian Community that would love to have a church of its own, and the house could be rented out or sold to someone who would 
ensure the orderly use of the church.

There is already a community centre on Buckeridge Road so no need to disturb what is supposed to be the rest of the graveyard inhabitants.

Trusting that you can take these concerns into consideration,

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 23770 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
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relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21257 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21262 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

as per previous comments, STOP THE LINK ROAD - its just an excuse to open up land to concrete over! and stop encroaching on Bishopsteignton parish. Preserve 
dont destroy the coastal preservation areas

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21287 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21291 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am in general agreement with the concerns expressed by the Teignmouth Action Committee for the Enironment. The proposed number of houses to be built can 
only be accommodated if the Broardmeadow new road is built, and I don't see the benefit of that proposal. Very little traffic from Newton Abbot will use the new 
road, since anyone travelling from Newton Abbot to Exeter would use the A380. Traffic from Teignmouth or Dawlish to Exeter would use the existing Exeter Road or 
New Road then Exeter Road. Traffic from Exeter to Newton Abbot again, would use the A380. I don't believe the proposed road would alleviate the congestion in 
Bitton Park Road in the slightest. The total proposal is too big. Looking at the map, the commercial part of town is a triangle confined by the sea, the harbour and 
the railway. Further expansion of housing will distort the town which is already loosing reasonable proportions.  The plan does not include any proposals to 
improve the residential status of the town centre. If reasonable licencing hours were kept and the town centre were "peaceful" at night people might be more 
inclined to pay higher rents for appartments in that location thus encouraging landlords to improve their properties. Care needs to be taken with the "Back Beach" 
area so that it doesn't loose it's current appeal. It could become over gentrified and spoil that part of Teignmouth. Finally, no to the marina, at least, not at Polly 
Steps. To do that would mean displacing a lot moorings held by people who could never contemplate hiring a marina berth. This proposal would be very divisive 
indeed.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21294 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21300 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Overall I support the idea of developing and taking Teignmouth forward and making it alive. It should be a living dynamic place that is not allowed to remain the 
same and slowly die.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21302 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Currently, the image of Teignmouth is that of a shabby place in economic decline with a predominantly elderly age demographic: a place for the retired and over-
60s.   In order to prosper and receive aufficient funding to finance much-needed regeneration facilities for the town, I believe Teignmouth must change and grow.  
My specific comments relating to your susb-sections are as follows: a) Employment land:  although many working people in Teignmouth commute to Exeter and 
Newton Abbot, an increase in local jobs would be welcome and help to stimulate the local economy.  Broadmeadow, which offers the only completely flat site, is 
the obvious location for employment land which can be extended to the North of the existing playing fields. b) Teignmouth is desperately short of affordable 
housing.  There is a long waiting list for social and affordable housing.  I have friends and family members who, for this reason, have been forced to move out of the 
town.  From personal experience I see that Teignmouth is losing many younger employed people and their families.  I fully support policy S18 (b).  To deliver this 
scale of housing, significant development will be required over the next 20 years.  That will require greenfield land to be freed up for building. When I attended the 
public Core Strategy consultation event in Teignmouth in January 2012, it was evident that local people were generally accepting of this. c) Link Road: Broadly, I do 
support the proposal for a new link road in order to reduce Bitton Park Road pollution and congestion; to access new employment and housing land and to provide 
an alternative route for crossing the town.  Due to the picturesque character of Shepherds Lane and the lane above it, plus environmental and conservation 
considerations, I suggest that road-widening should be limited, as far as possible, for through traffic proceeding beyond the land at Shepherds Lane which is 
identified for housing development. d)  Quay Rd parking: Teignmouth is a nightmare for people seeking parking so I fully support this proposal. e)  Regeneration:  I 
agree that the town needs investment in leisure and tourism facilities as well as music, arts and culture.  More facilities for the youth of the town are needed. A 
cinema, improved sports facilities and a covered swimming pool would be excellent.  With people attracted by this to spend money in the town, businesses should 
be encouraged to invest in good quality shops and restaurants.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21314 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21316 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21325 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Individual
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Policy Response:

New Homes: You must provide a thorough explanation justifying the proposed volumes of new homes, if you are to engender local support. I think the proportional 
splits are reasonable but you must justify the overall numbers.  Link Road: This is tricky. You MUST NOT PROCEED with TE1 or TE2 in such a way that users must 
either drop down to the A381/A379 or cut through existing narrow rat-runs in order to access Exeter Road/B3192 (and thereby to Exeter, the M5, etc). This should 
be a TDC 'red line', if there is such a thing. Teignmouth centre is often swamped with traffic and is then a miserable place to live in or to pass through. It is simply 
not good enough for TDC to allow development and then claim that the exacerbated traffic problems were too difficult to solve. For example, right-turning into the 
Tesco site is alone responsible for much of the congestion. So a link road up to the B3192 is IMPERATIVE. HOWEVER, it looks too expensive to be viable and the 
junction with the B3192 looks very difficult too. My worry is that TDC will proceed along a development path without fully sorting out these issues and will defer 
the problem until, quite late in the day, declaring the link as too expensive or not viable. That would be a betrayal of the local residents and must not happen.

Traffic
Teigmouth can be a terrible place for traffic congestion, sometimes taking me 10 to 15 minutes to drive from home near the Station to the western end by 
Broadmeadow. It is vital that TDC does nothing to exacerbate this problem. The proposed link road to Higher Exeter Road must be fully costed and funded before 
the TE1 and TE2 phases are started.

Infrastructure
The strategic policies show a desire to install or enhance the infrastructure in support of the proposed developments but there is little direct mention of this in the 
Teignmouth plans. It’s important that the next planning phase shows specific expected numbers for nursery and school requirements, for example, together with 
an explanation of how they will be provided.

Teignmouth Town Council
I understand that the Town Council is quite unsupportive of many of your proposals and is developing its own alternative plan for consideration. I do not have 
much detail as yet but I would urge you to give it your full attention and to make public TDC’s responses so that we, the residents, can form a balanced view of the 
key issues.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21336 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

teignmouth has suffered enough indiscriminate building over the last 80 years when will it stop!

Change To Policy:

find new places to build that wont wreck our lovely town any further

Individual

Consultee ID: 21337 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Individual
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Policy Response:

I object to the new road proposed from Broadmeadow to Higher Exeter Road. This would increase heavy traffic through open countryside, especially deliveries to 
the forthcoming supermarket in Broadmeadow. One of the supposed benefits of the new supermarket was a projected reduction in traffic flow. The road also 
impinges on the requirement for a strategic open break between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton.

Change To Policy:

Delete c.

Consultee ID: 21397 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Devon County Council (Strategic Planning)Consultee ID: 21406 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Prehistoric activity within and in the vicinity of areas shown as TE1 and TE2 has been demonstrated by the presence of a substantial prehistoric settlement. The 
significance and level of survival of this site is not known and pre-application archaeological work would be required to inform any development in this area.

Any planning application for development in this area should be supported by the results of a programme of archaeological investigation to determine the nature, 
scope and significance of the archaeological material in this area. If it is demonstrated that the archaeological site is of high significance the Historic Environment 
Service and English Heritage may advise that this
area was not developed (preserved in situ).

If preservation in situ is not required, and the loss of the archaeological material acceptable, then a suitable - potentially substantial - programme of archaeological 
excavation, investigation, and recording will need to be implanted in mitigation for the loss through development of this site.

Severance of the Coombe Valley Local Nature Reserve will have significant impacts on the species for which the site is currently managed but also on the objectives 
of the mitigation for development at Higher Exeter Road. This will be a material consideration for any planning application.

Areas of ecological importance include cirl bunting breeding territories or wintering zones, dormouse and Bishopsteignton County Wildlife Site. These will need to 
be taken into account when masterplanning the site, with appropriate mitigation provided as necessary.

Paragraph 9.6
The recognition of the need to prove infrastructure to support vocational skills is welcomed but there is a need for further clarity on the exact nature of the 
proposal.

Organisation
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Paragraph 9.21
In general agreement, however DCC is working with the Local Learning Community to assess other options potentially earlier in the planning period.

A link between Broadmeadow and Higher Exeter Road is identified. No feasibility into this link has been undertaken by DCC to date. The topography of the area will 
make it difficult and expensive to achieve this link, although it is noted that part of the link is a widening of an existing route. The impact of connecting the 
development to existing roads could be
investigated to determine the impact on these roads.

Point (h) identifies improved air quality in Teignmouth. It is not clear whether air quality will improve or whether there will be no worsening with future 
development in place.

Point (d) identifies improved parking provision. It is not clear whether this refers to additional spaces or improvements to the existing provision e.g. in the form of 
improved access.

The protection Teignmouth Port in Policy S10 should be reflected in Policy S18; to avoid constraining the operation of the commercial port (which is a critical facility 
for the transportation of ball clay from the Bovey Basin), particularly in relation to the regeneration proposed under criterion (e).

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21407 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I wish to object to aspects of The Core Strategy for Teignmouth, described and illustrated in your Preferred Option Document of January, 2012. Unfortunately the 
time factor allowed by the Council (Jan 9 to Mar 2) is not sufficient to allow working people to comment in depth on a proposal that has taken a team of experts 
years to formulate.

HOUSING: The Teignmouth Strategy appears based on a requirement of 1120 homes in the 20 year period 2013 to 2033. Para 9.7 states 56 no units per year 
including Affordable. Over the page at Para 9.11 ....The Teignbridge Affordable Housing Strategy points t050 Affordable houses per year, required. This leaves 6 No 
private homes. Clearly the Arithmetic does not stack up. Contrasting the Ii need" for housing with other like Towns we see, Chudleigh being allocated 460 units; 
Kingskerswell; 300; and Dawlish which has been allocated 900 but by negotiation I understand this is now standing
at around 500. The numbers involved do not appear to be related to any National or Local trend.

INFRASTRUCTURE :The main item for infrastructure has to be the link Road from Broadmeadow to the B 3192. The Road has not been designed or costed and until 
it is the whole scheme and its viability is in question. All we have is a red line on a VERY large scale map and nothing else. Schools, similarly , have not been the 
subject of thought.. Para9.21 " No potential suitable site has been identified.." Phase 2 cannot be contemplated without this sort of detail.

SAFEGUARDING THE ENVIRONMENT: A scant mention of a green buffer zone to the West and North of the Lovell Estate is put into the document I there is no 
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mention of the Detached property on Sheppards Lane that is to be completely surrounded by housing with a Link Road outside its front door! This property will be 
destroyed by the proposed development and the personal ramifications must be addressed. My own property borders on 2 sides of Phase 3 and no protection is 
envisaged.
The area of Phase3 is in an area of Great Landscape Value, it is also in the Coastal Preservation Belt. These Protected areas are summarily cast aside to provide 
housing that has not even been justified .....See Para 9.7 ".. in a Protected Coastal setting, enclosed by rolling hills and red sandstone cliffs.... " So why not cover it 
with houses? The Nature Protection section sees the Cirl Bunting being well provided for but the solitary dormouse, the bats and owls, which proliferate in the 
barns, hedgerows and trees around Phase 3 are not mentioned.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21408 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

1. If the population growth guidelines are being 'fixed' externally then in general the plan seems appropriate 

BUT the quoted growth figures are highly suspect, being based on 2007, a time of unsustainable economic growth. The on-going economic down-turn is almost 
certain to continue affecting inward migration and the ability of prospective first-time buyers to purchase new houses. Already they are having to rent and the 
proportion of rented accommodation is rising steadily. House-ownership has peaked, and renting is likely once again to become 'the norm.' as the country becomes 
relatively poorer.

2. Much more use should be made of 'brownfield' sites, even though more expensive for developers. Teignmouth almost certainly has proportionately more 'bomb 
sites' still used for street-level car parking only, than anywhere else. There are quite a few sites where flats could be built above ground level parking plots {with 
only limited residents' parking), e.g. Brunswick Street, Myrtle Hill, by the Alice Cross and Douglas House, Teign Street and others - and other odd patches of land. A 
multi-store car park on the Quay Road site is practically feasible, and possibly? by the 'top' Co-op.

3. 'Morrison'. money should be used to re-site the library and re-build the Carlton theatre to focus attention on the town centre and its retail business etc. 

4. The District, and possibly the Town, Council should not hesitate to borrow money for large-scale long-term projects,(especially if revenue earning,) amortising the 
capital, so those using them pay for them over time, not just the current generation.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Bovis Homes SW LtdConsultee ID: 21444 Agent: D2 Planning Limited

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Support is given in principle of this policy which identifies Teignmouth as a Strategic Place to accommodate additional residential development i.e. 1,120 new 
dwellings and some 0.13 hectares per annum of employment land. Teignmouth has a wide range of facilities including shops, services, employment etc and is 
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ideally placed to accommodate additional development in the Core Strategy Period for a number of reasons:

i) In line with our objections to draft Policy S4, Land for New Homes, there is a need to identify additional sites to ensure that the overall housing provision for the 
District is met.  As stated in respect of Policy S4 there is a need to increase the overall housing provision and that irrespective of that, additional housing sites need 
to be identified if the Council are to meet their housing targets.
ii) Additional land in Teignmouth is required if the anticipated level of affordable housing is to be met.  It is noted that the Core Strategy identifies a need for some 
50 new affordable dwellings in the town per annum.  This equates to 1,000 affordable homes in the plan period.  The proposed allocations will only deliver 1,120 
new dwellings of which at best only 448 affordable dwellings will be delivered.  There is a need to identify additional land to meet affordable housing targets.  

There is accordingly considerable merit in allocating additional land in Teignmouth for residential development.  In particular land to the north of New Road is 
ideally suited for the following reasons (see attached plan):

i) The site’s potential for residential development has already been considered as part of the Council’s SHLAA process.  It was considered to be available and 
suitable for development, provided that the land immediately to the west was also brought forward, as it has now been (see ii) below).  The SHLAA assessment 
concluded that the site was suitable, available and achievable.  The Council have therefore previously considered and accepted the site’s ‘in principle’ suitability for 
residential development.
iii ) Secondly, the site would form a logical extension to the approved development on the adjoining land which is immediately to the west.  Following a grant of 
planning permission (application reference 11/02718/MAJ) for that land, the objectors now have reserved matters consent to construct 135 homes on that land.  
That scheme makes provision for access to be provided to this site.  This is therefore capable of being serviced from New Road as well as from two positions on 
Oakhill Cross Road.
iv) The site is not subject to any major constraints to residential development as follows:
• Highways and access.  A residential development of the land could be achieved from four locations – from two positions within the objector’s scheme and from 
two positions on Oakhill Cross Road.
•  Landscape impacts.  As part of a recent assessment of the land, an assessment of the landscape impacts of residential development on the site has been 
undertaken.  The assessment, (September 2011), confirmed that the site was very well screened, being well enclosed and with minimal views from the surrounding 
area.  The assessment concluded (paragraph 6.13) that “… generally the impact of development on all views except those along Oakhill Cross Road and from private 
dwellings around the site will be limited”.  This confirms that development of the site is likely to be acceptable in terms of landscape impact.  Furthermore, whilst 
the objector’s scheme has been designed so that the higher land on the northern-most part of the site would remain undeveloped, the landscape assessment 
indicates that a similar approach would not necessarily be required in relation to this site.  
• Flood potential.  The site is located within Flood Zone 1 and is therefore at a low risk from flooding and is suitable for residential use in line with guidance in 
PPS25;
• Ecology.  As part of a recent assessment of the land, an updated ecological assessment of the land has been undertaken.  The assessment, published in July 2011 
confirmed that there were no major constraints which might affect the site’s development potential.  No cirl buntings were identified and there was little concern 
regarding the presence of bats, dormice, badgers or reptiles;
• Level of development achievable.  Based on the site characteristics and the need to reflect the character and density of the existing housing in the area, initial 
analysis suggests that the site has capacity to provide around 60 dwellings.  It is therefore of a size capable of making a meaningful contribution to the District’s and 
Teignmouth’s housing supply.

The site is therefore considered to be free from any major constraints (as concluded by the SHLAA) to residential development and given the residential 
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development the adjoining land represents an opportunity to deliver further residential development in Teignmouth in the short term.

Change To Policy:

i) Draft Policy S18 is amended so that provision is made for an increased number of houses in Teignmouth, with the total provision being increased from 1,120 
homes to approximately 1,500 homes.
ii) Land at New Road is also identified for residential development.  This may require a new policy.

Consultee ID: 21515 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I have written after hearing the proposed plans for Bishopsteignton for a road through Coombe Valley.

Many years in fact 45 years I’ve walked and ridden horses, meeting many villagers on the way that was taking a daily walk in our lovely countryside.  Coming from 
Bishopsteignton is a delight to walk into the valley basin.  Summer time to hear our British bird calls, to see birds of prey working.

Walking through the gate meadow along the public footpath through the fields where rare flowers and plants are left to grow over and over again coming up every 
year, the insects that have the lady’s-smock pink tall flowers where in the summer time rare butterflies are found, on these rare species of plants that grow 
alongside the stream that flows into rings of pebbles where frogs, toads, newts shed their spawn each year and water bats gliding around dusk and night.  This land 
is full of life on top of the soil and underneath summer time and winter.

Coming up on the Teignmouth side looking down into Coombe Valley the untouched landscape is a picture to be left alone.

In the centre of the village Bishopsteignton is in a valley in the last ten to fifteen years the houses that have been built , every little green space of land is 
disappearing.  This village needs to be left.  No more houses should be built, we have enough, we do not want to be joined to existing towns.  Please, please leave 
our countryside and fields for now and future generations to live in a healthy happy environment as my family have enjoyed for over 300 years for the new and old 
Bishopsteignton communities to live peacefully as Bishopsteignton always was.

Most of Devon villages and towns are in valleys with Devon countryside shows green hills and woods, clear water filters through naturally, trees and untouched soil 
producing oxygen, through untouched hundreds of years old trees and new ones taken over from year to year which needs to be left to grow.

If new buildings go ahead, and this will bring roads to get to these development sites, that is concreting more upland green sites which existing villages below and 
towns.  The need for fields and trees is taking away the healthy environment and causing rivers to rise and seas to erode coastlines.  Thousands of pounds spent on 
flood system already spent on the coastal side.  In the long run this will make more problems taking all the natural run off and Devon will be lost forever, joining all 
how land coastline in causing flooding, dirty water, disease, natural habitats will be lost forever.  Oxygen will decrease, all humans and living things need good 
oxygen.

We all should wake up to the fact Devon is overrun with derelict buildings in towns and cities.

Individual
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This money making business in building on British countryside, will kill this planet earth.

Devon is right on the end of this English island, if these people go ahead in this ongoing building thousands of new homes this will not be the end of it, more built 
up areas need schools, health clinics, sewage works which more cars using roads which we don’t want to encourage.  Council tax will go up and up and up as more 
problems will arise.

Understand in keeping our heritage of England coastlines and countryside naturally for the future.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21533 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Additional development in Teignmouth and Dawlish is highly likely to significantly increase traffic on the A379. This A-class road already has acknowledged 
limitations in Starcross and Kenton, where the highway is width restricted and pavements are narrow. There are also issues at Exminster where traffic now queues 
at peak times to join the A379 and again to access the highway towards Marsh Barton and the Bridge/Countess Wear Road.

It is therefore vital that any additional residential or commercial developments proposed in the Core Strategy for Teignmouth and Dawlish contribute to 
improvements for the A379 and that measures are put in place to encourage further use of public transport through increased frequency and, for example, more 
trains stopping at Starcross – and the potential for a re-placement station at Exminster should not be lost.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21538 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

My response is based specifically to Bishopsteignton (village and parish) and also the Teign Estuary in general.

Overall, the plan suggests an unprecedented high level of house building with no jobs which will create high levels of requests for Housing Benefit and bedroom 
communities with travel to other areas for work. The wording is vague, ambiguous and woolly and the use of “sustainable” bears little resemblance to my or the 
dictionary understanding of the word.  I want my community sustained as it is with a view to history and village envelope, not sustained in a mega-development 
plan.

My primary concern is destruction of coastal protection with threat to the village from development of Bakers Yard and opposite at Forder Lane and the huge 
spread of housing out from Teignmouth rolling over the hill into Bishops at Coombe Valley with an un-needed Link Road turning Bishops into a suburb of 
Teignmouth. How will the village/parish be protected? (S21).
I am concerned for the lack of protection for coast, open countryside and hill lines such as the inappropriate development at Coombe Valley and Shepherd’s Lane. 
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The developments planned for west Teignmouth will encroach on Bishopsteignton.
There seems no particular wording to protect these areas of natural beauty which appear to be overlooked compared to Green Belt. We should conserve and 
enhance. 
I have no confidence that my village/parish will be protected and the “localism” will give permission for smaller communities to be bullied – I give Michael’s Field as 
an example of this. TDC purchased the field anonymously and gave themselves permission to build for Teignmouth against the, well founded, wishes of the village 
in which it was located. The village suffers as larger community “won” due to weight of numbers.
We appear to be offered the chance to say where we want the building to be not whether or not we want the building at all. Unless the community agrees with 
your basic premise we will have little influence. 25% increase of housing will ruin the village.
Why do we not have the same protection with small population growth as in South Hams?

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21546 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

• The proposed scale of development
• The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test nor fully costed
• Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
• It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space
  protections
• Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
• Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
• Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape
  Value) will be vulnerable to over development
• There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)
A new Teignmouth Town Plan is currently being put together to feed into the Core Strategy Document.  This town plan will provide strong direction and guidance 
and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close relationship. It will work within the 
limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support this new Town plan which is being put forward for Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21551 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The plan involves much new development on the west side of the town. I live on the west side.   I appreciate that this is virtually the only open land available for 
development but I have grave concerns about the proposed road link between Higher Exeter Road and Broadmeadow.   This line of the road on the existing 
Shepherd's Lane appears to cut right through some mature woodland at the top end which would entail removal of ancient trees which form a major landscape 
feature.   The plan purports to protect the landscape around the town and  enhance the environment but this road proposal would do the opposite.   There is also 
no reference to what would happen at the junction of Shepherd's Lane and Headway Cross.  If the road is built with the intention of relieving the centre of town of 
traffic, then it seems to me that traffic from the Exeter Road would come either down Mill Lane or Fourth Avenue in order to get to the A361 and neither of these 
streets can possibly carry any more traffic.  They are both unsuitable for a large volume of traffic and I would suggest that any increase in the current level of traffic 
would be disastrous.  I realise that no feasibility study has yet been carried out but I suspect that the road as proposed is entirely unfeasible and should be 
abandoned.   Also, with reference to the proposed affordable housing, I would question the wisdom of locating affordable housing so far away from the town.  
There would be a risk that the residents of this housing would become isolated from the main population, as it would be difficult to walk into town from there, 
therefore residents would be reliant on public transport or private cars.  This of course would increase traffic on Mill Lane or Fourth Avenue, neither of which is 
suitable for an increase in traffic.

Furthermore, the heavy traffic between Newton Abbot and the docks is a major contributor to traffic on the A361and this traffic will continue to use this road.   So 
there would be no reduction in traffic on this road as a result of the proposed new road.

I wish to register my strong objection to this part of the Core Strategy as set out.  I would appreciate acknowledgment that my comments have been received and 
will be considered by officers and members.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21557 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

As a residents of Teignmouth for over 35 years my wife and i would like to register our objection to the preposterous proposed building schedule.

The land adjacent to Gilbert Avenue/ Admirals / Bligh Close / Armada Drive is the back-drop to Teignmouth, the most uplifting thing about arriving home driving 
past the golf course, everytime never ceases to elevate the soul in all these years. This is Devon we live in the country, not a massive urban sprawl. If we couldn’t 
live in the country, we wouldn’t live here.

The proposed building program and the number of new people cannot be sustained by our infrastructure. Our roads, car parks, schools, doctors, dentists are at 
capacity.
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The Teignbridge core strategy is being pushed through too fast for residents (who you claim to have liaised with) to even know about the proposals, let alone 
discuss and respond. It would be a good start if this process was even legal. 

There has been a recent large new dwelling built on the green hillside next to the Higher Exeter Road. It has a large glass frontage and looks like a branch of ASDA. 
At night it lights up the hillside like an alien spaceship. It can be seen from most of the roads in Teignmouth. We cannot imagine how this even got planning 
permission and the council will not fight irregularities in the application due to lack of budget. 

Does this illustrate the level of respect for our green countryside we can expect from our Council? Not only is it wrong, it’s rude and it’s not even legal.

The aforementioned fields are home to foxes, cuckoo, woodpecker, pheasant, buzzard, and vole. 

A flyway for Greater Horseshoe bats exists over and around the proposed development site. The bats follow a route 150m along the eastern edge of the field 
boundary down to the stream turning to access the cattle and sheep grazed pastures below the Higher Exeter road.

A large number of the hedgerows are over 500 years old, with 10 or more native species, and on this basis can be listed.

This letter of objection is cut short by the need to register it before 1600 today.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21569 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Individual
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Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Eagle One Ltd & Eagle One Homes LtdConsultee ID: 21572 Agent: PCL Planning

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

On initial inspection this policy appears to be reasonable – but on closer analysis some of the aspirations of this policy warrant clearer clarification and justification. 
In particular the following questions are raised:

- However laudable the aspiration what is the planning justification for increasing vocational skills training at Teignmouth?

- The new link road is a sensible aspiration in principle – but the route depicted is not achievable in practice (due to engineering and viability constraints). The 
suggested alignment should be amended to reflect these constraints.

- What is the new marina facility proposed at Polly Steps and who will pay and maintain this?

- What enhanced swimming pool facilities are proposed?

- How will the ‘Cirl Bunting Reserve’ be acquired? Set up and maintained?

We support the regeneration of the Brunswick Street area as set out in #9.13 and the uses identified in Policy TE4a. We believe it is essential that if regeneration is 
to be secured in this area it is done as part of a comprehensive package.

It is also unclear how this relates to the Neighbourhood Plan currently in preparation. This plan should not simply ‘reflect’ the aspirations of the draft 
Neighbourhood Plan but should be properly planned and justified.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Hand in Hand Teignmouth West Neighbourhood Part
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Hand in Hand Teignmouth West Neighbourhood PartConsultee ID: 21574 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Discussions took place regarding the proposals relating to Teignmouth and the following comments were made: 

•Concern that the valley is being developed on the back of the Morrisons development and loss of countryside. 
•	Is there scope to develop along existing main roads? 
•	An already busy Mill Lane has the potential to be used as a shortcut if there is development at Headway Cross. Where will the redeveloped Meadow Centre be 
located and will it receive any operational subsidy/support? 
•	What happens about the capacity of schools, can they cope and can the existing roads cope with additional volume, particularly at pick-up/drop-off times? 
•	Would families travel to community facility/hub? Probably not due to geography. 
•	Would it be better to develop a new facility on the new development and enhance the existing Kingsway Meadow Centre? 
•	Affordable housing should be prioritised for local people and it should be specified as a core strategy/development policy. 
•	The construction of new houses on another hilly location may create another Kingsway i.e. difficult access and isolation.

We decided as a Partnership that if this development goes ahead then the current facilities including education, youth and children’s services, police and health will 
be over stretched. Our agency partners from these specific areas stressed that they feel there would be a risk to their delivery of services, if there are no plans for 
improved facilities put in place alongside the Plan Teignbridge project. 

We welcome your comments on the above issues and concerns that we can feedback at a future partnership meeting and any update or news on the future 
planning in West Teignmouth.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21586 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Please do not build any houses on the fields near my house. We have a lovely view and I love hearing the sheep, which is why we like living here.  I don't want to 
see more houses out of my window.  We live on Gilbert Avenue, which is a quiet road and I can play safely outside on the pavement and grass bank.  If it was a busy 
bus route I wouldn't be able to play outside and other children wouldn't be safe.  I think you should spend the money on clearing up dog mess and rubbish that 
people leave on the floor.  Every time we go for a walk we have to avoid all the dog mess.
 
Teignmouth is great and I love the park, seafront and Den.  Instead of building more houses you need to look after the people that live here already.  You could 
think about building a cinema or bowling alley then more people would want to come and visit Teignmouth all the time.
 
I hope you please take notice of my advice.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21662 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21663 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The character of the undeveloped coast, as defined on the Proposals Map, will be maintained, protecting its distinctive landscape qualities. Development which 
would have a detrimental effect on the character of the undeveloped coast will
not be permitted.

Individual
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The construction of new buildings are regarded as inappropriate except where the development is:

A) of a minor nature comprising of alterations, additions or extensions within the curtilage of existing building; or
B) for the benefit of the community at large, in connection with public access for informal recreation; or
C) required for the purposes of agriculture, forestry or involves a use that requires a coastal location

and, in all cases cannot reasonably be accommodated outside the protected area, by virtue of its siting, scale and design; does not detract from the unspoilt 
character and appearance of the area and does not require expensive engineering works to protect the development from coastal flooding over its lifetime.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21804 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals 
provide insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects.
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area, beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to 
visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present.
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.
• Do not allow consideration of the extra resources required i.e. new schools, doctor and dental surgeries.
• Do not allow for provision of extra building for the work force which could be generated by all the extra housing proposed.

Please give due consideration to my comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21805 Agent:

Policy Support: No
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Policy Response:

I believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals 
provide insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects.
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area, beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to 
visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present.
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21806 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals 
provide insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects.
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl 
Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are 
also to be found in fields surrounding Teignmouth.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area, beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to 
visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present.
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• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21807 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals 
provide insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects.
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans. 
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area, beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to 
visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present.
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21808 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
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the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21809 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21810 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, and could put undue pressure on water supplies, drainage and landfill sites.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
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• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit. More houses means more traffic, 
our narrow roads cannot handle high volumes of traffic, so why should tourists sit in a traffic jam in Devon, when they can do that at home.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21811 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals 
provide insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 
projects.
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area, beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to 
visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present.
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21812 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
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2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21813 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
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marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21814 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.
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At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21815 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21816 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21817 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21818 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21819 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21820 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21821 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21822 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21823 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21824 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21825 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21826 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21827 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21828 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21829 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21830 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21831 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21832 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21833 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21834 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21835 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21836 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21837 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21838 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21839 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21840 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21841 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21842 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21843 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21844 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21845 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 21846 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21847 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21848 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 22786 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24211 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24306 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24307 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24308 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24309 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24310 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24311 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24312 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24313 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24314 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24315 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24316 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24317 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24318 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24319 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24320 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24321 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24322 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24323 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24324 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24325 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24326 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24327 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24328 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24329 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24330 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24331 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24332 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24333 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24334 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24335 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24336 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24338 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24339 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24340 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24341 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24342 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24343 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24344 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24345 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24346 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24347 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24348 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24349 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24350 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24351 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24352 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24353 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24354 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24355 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24356 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24357 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24358 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24359 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24360 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24361 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24362 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24363 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24364 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24365 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24366 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24367 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24368 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24369 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24370 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24371 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24372 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24373 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24374 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24375 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24376 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24377 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24378 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24379 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24380 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24381 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24382 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24383 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24384 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24385 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24386 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24387 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24388 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24389 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24390 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24391 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24392 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24393 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24394 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24395 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24396 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24397 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24398 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24399 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24400 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24401 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24402 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24403 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24419 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24421 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24429 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24430 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24431 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24432 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24433 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24434 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24435 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24436 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24437 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24438 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24439 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24440 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24441 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24442 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24443 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24444 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24445 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24446 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24447 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24448 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24449 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24450 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24485 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24487 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24497 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24498 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24500 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24501 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24505 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24507 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24508 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24510 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24512 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24513 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24515 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24517 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24519 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24520 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24522 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24524 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24525 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24527 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24539 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24540 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24541 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24542 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24543 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24544 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24545 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24546 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24547 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24548 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24549 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24550 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24551 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24552 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24553 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24554 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24555 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24556 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24557 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24558 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24559 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24560 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24561 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24562 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24563 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24564 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24565 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24566 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24567 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24568 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24569 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24570 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24571 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24572 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24573 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24574 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24575 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24576 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24577 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24578 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24579 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24580 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24581 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24582 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24583 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24584 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24585 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24586 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24587 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24588 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24589 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24590 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24591 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24592 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24593 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24594 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24595 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24596 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24597 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24598 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24599 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24600 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24601 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24602 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24603 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24604 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24605 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24606 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24607 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24609 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24610 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24611 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24612 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24613 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24614 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24615 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24616 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24617 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24618 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24619 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24620 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24621 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24622 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24623 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24624 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24625 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24626 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24627 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24628 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24629 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24630 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24631 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24632 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24633 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24634 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24635 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24637 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24639 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24640 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24641 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24642 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24643 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24644 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24645 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24646 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24647 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24648 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24649 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24650 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24651 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24652 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24653 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24654 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24655 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24656 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24657 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24658 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24659 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24660 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24661 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24662 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24663 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24664 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24665 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24666 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24667 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24668 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24669 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24670 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24671 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24672 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24673 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24674 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24675 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24676 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24677 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24678 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24679 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24680 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24681 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24682 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24683 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24684 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24685 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24686 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24687 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24688 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24689 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24690 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24691 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24692 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24693 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24694 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24695 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24696 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24697 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24698 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24699 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24700 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24701 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24702 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24703 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24704 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24705 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24706 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24707 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24708 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24709 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24710 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24711 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24712 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24713 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24714 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24715 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24716 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24717 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24719 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24720 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24721 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24722 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24723 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24724 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24725 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24726 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24727 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24728 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24729 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24730 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24731 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24732 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24733 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24734 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24735 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24736 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24737 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24738 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24739 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24740 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24741 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24742 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24743 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24744 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24745 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24746 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24747 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24748 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24749 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24750 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24751 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24752 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24753 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24754 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24755 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24756 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24757 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24758 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24759 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24760 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24762 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24763 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24764 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24765 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24766 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24767 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24768 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24769 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24770 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24771 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24772 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24773 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24774 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24775 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24776 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24777 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24778 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24779 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24780 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24781 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24782 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24783 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24784 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24785 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24786 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24787 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24788 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24789 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24790 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24791 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24792 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24793 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24794 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24795 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24796 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24797 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24798 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24799 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24800 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24801 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24802 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24803 Agent:

Policy Support: n0

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24804 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24805 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24806 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24807 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24808 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24809 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24810 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24811 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24812 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24813 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24814 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24815 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24816 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24817 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24818 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24819 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24820 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24821 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24822 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24823 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24824 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24825 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24826 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24827 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24828 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24829 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24830 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24831 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24832 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24833 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24834 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24835 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24836 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24837 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24838 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24839 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24840 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24841 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24842 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24843 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24844 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24845 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24846 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24847 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24848 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24849 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24850 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24851 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24852 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24853 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24854 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24855 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24856 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24857 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24858 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24859 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24860 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24861 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24862 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24863 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24864 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24865 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24866 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24867 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24868 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24869 Agent:

Policy Support: n0

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24870 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24871 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24872 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24873 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24874 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24875 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24876 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24877 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24878 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24879 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24880 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24881 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24882 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24883 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24884 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24885 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24886 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24887 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24888 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24889 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24890 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24891 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24892 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24893 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24894 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24895 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24896 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24897 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24898 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24899 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24900 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24901 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24902 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24904 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24905 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24906 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24907 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24908 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24909 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24910 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24911 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24912 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24913 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24914 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24915 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24916 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24917 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24918 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24919 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24920 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24921 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24922 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24923 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24924 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24925 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24926 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24927 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24928 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24929 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24930 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24931 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24932 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24933 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24934 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24935 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24936 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24937 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24938 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24939 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24940 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24941 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24942 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24943 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24944 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24945 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24946 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24947 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24948 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24949 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24950 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24951 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24952 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24953 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24954 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24955 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24956 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24957 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24958 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24959 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24960 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24961 Agent:

Policy Support: n0

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24962 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24963 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24964 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24965 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24966 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24967 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24968 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24969 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24970 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24971 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24972 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24973 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24974 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24975 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24976 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24977 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24978 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24979 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24980 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24981 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24982 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24983 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24984 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24985 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24986 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24987 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24988 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24989 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24990 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24991 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24992 Agent:

Policy Support: n0

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 24993 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24994 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24995 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24996 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24997 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 24998 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 24999 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25000 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25001 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25002 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25003 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25004 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25005 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25006 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25007 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25008 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25009 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25010 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25011 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25012 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25013 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25014 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25015 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25016 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25017 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25018 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25019 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25020 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25021 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25022 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25023 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25024 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25025 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25026 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25027 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25028 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25029 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25030 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25031 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25032 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25033 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25034 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25035 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25036 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25037 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25038 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25039 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

I hope that affordable homes will be built as stated because if land had not been taken after  the last war Fourth Avenue, Colemans Avenue and Cartwright 
Crescent would not have been built and my parents would not have had a home.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25040 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
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8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25041 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
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relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25042 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25043 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25044 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
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2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25045 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
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marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25046 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.
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At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25047 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25048 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25049 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25050 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25051 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25052 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25053 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25054 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25055 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25056 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25057 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25058 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25059 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25060 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25061 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25062 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25063 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25064 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25065 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25066 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25067 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25068 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25069 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25070 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25072 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25073 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25074 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25075 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25076 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25077 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25078 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25079 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25080 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25081 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25082 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25083 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25084 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25085 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25086 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25087 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25088 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25089 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25090 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25091 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25092 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25093 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25094 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25095 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25096 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25097 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25098 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25099 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25100 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25101 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25102 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25103 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25104 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25105 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25106 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25107 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25108 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25109 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25110 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25111 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25112 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25113 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25114 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25115 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25116 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25117 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25118 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25119 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25120 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25121 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25122 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25123 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25124 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25125 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25126 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25127 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25128 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25129 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25130 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25131 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25132 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25133 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25134 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25135 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25136 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25137 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25138 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25139 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25140 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25141 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25142 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25143 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25144 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25145 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25146 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25147 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25148 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25149 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25150 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25151 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25152 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25153 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25154 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25155 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25156 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25158 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25159 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25160 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25161 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25162 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25163 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25164 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25165 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25166 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25168 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25169 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25170 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25171 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25172 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25173 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25174 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25175 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25176 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25177 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25178 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25179 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25181 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25180 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25182 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25183 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25184 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25185 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25187 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25186 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25188 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25189 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25190 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25193 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25192 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25194 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25195 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25196 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25198 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25197 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25199 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25200 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25201 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25202 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25203 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25204 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25205 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25206 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25207 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25208 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25209 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25210 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25211 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25212 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25213 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25214 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25215 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25217 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25218 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25219 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25216 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25220 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25221 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25222 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25223 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25224 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25225 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25226 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25227 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25228 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25229 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25230 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25232 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25231 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25233 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25234 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25236 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25237 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25238 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25240 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25239 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25241 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25242 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25244 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25243 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25245 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25246 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25247 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25248 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25249 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25250 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25251 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25252 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25253 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25254 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25255 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25256 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25257 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25258 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25259 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25260 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25261 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25262 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25263 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25264 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25265 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25266 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25267 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25268 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25269 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25270 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25271 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25272 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25273 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25274 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25275 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25276 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25277 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25278 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25279 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25280 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25281 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25282 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25283 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25284 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25285 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25286 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25287 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25289 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25288 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25290 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25291 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25292 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25293 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25295 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25294 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25297 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25296 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25298 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25299 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25300 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25301 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25303 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25302 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25304 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25305 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25306 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25307 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25308 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25310 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25311 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25312 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25313 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25315 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25314 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25317 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25316 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25319 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25320 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25321 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25322 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25323 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25324 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25325 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25326 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25328 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25327 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25329 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25330 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25331 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25332 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25333 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25335 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25336 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25334 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25338 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25339 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25340 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25342 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25341 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25343 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25344 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 24608 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25346 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25345 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25157 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25348 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25347 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25349 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17090 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25351 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25350 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17359 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25352 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25353 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25354 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25355 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25356 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17244 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17243 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25357 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25358 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 49 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 13 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25359 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 25361 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17064 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25360 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25362 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25363 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25365 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25364 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Recently we had a chance to see the Summary Leaflet for Teignmouth and the proposed plans for the next 20 years. Living above Coombe Land, we were dismayed 
by the proposal, not only for a new main road from Broadmeadow Industrial Estate along behind Kingsway to the top of Mill Lane, with housing on either side, but 
also the proposal to make Shepherd's Lane into a main road linking up with the Exeter Road, again with building on both sides over what are presently green fields 
and farmland for a good half the distance to the main Exeter Road. Also, although the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve is to be extended to the north, more housing 
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is proposed alongside the west side of Exeter Road.
We strongly object to these proposals to build on greenfield sites. We came to live in our present home precisely because it was on the fringe of real countryside, 
affording pleasant walks, not only along the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve, but also in the fields above it on both sides - along Shepherd's Lane to Little Haldon, 
Coombe Way to Bishopsteignton and Holcombe Down Road to Haldon and Dawlish. It was loss enough when the higher part of Moorview and Valley Close were 
built on fields where we roamed and walked our dog. But now it seems we shall lose also the areas bordering Shepherd's Land and Coombe Way and the fields and 
paths to Broadmeadow. Furthermore, a quiet lane nearby with a congested main road with noise and petrol fumes, bad for asthma sufferers like ourselves, while 
housing will obscure our last view of fields and trees.
Finally, this is not just a lost semi-rural view. As climate change and counter measures begin to bite we shall need farmland for locally produced food and woodland 
to absorb carbon dioxide levels.

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25366 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:
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Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25368 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
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6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21104 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)
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Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25369 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.
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I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25370 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25367 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:
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This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25371 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
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7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25373 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
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direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25372 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25374 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25375 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:
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1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25376 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
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9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25377 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.
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At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25378 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25379 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25380 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25381 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25383 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25384 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 25385 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25386 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25387 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town
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An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25388 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
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wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 25389 Agent:

Policy Support: no

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Consultee ID: 17052 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 25382 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:

1. The proposed scale of development 
2. The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
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3. Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
4. It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
5. Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
6. Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
7. Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
8. There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before development takes place 
9. Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice are also to be found in fields surrounding the town

An alternative plan for Teignmouth (supported by TRACE and TRADED)

Teignmouth Town Council are currently putting together their own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy Document. This town plan will provide strong 
direction and guidance and aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs with those of neighbouring communities with which it has a close 
relationship. It will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment and continue existing strong protections.

At the same time it aims to meet targets on affordable housing, provide new employment, improve infrastructure and protect what the town hold most dear – its 
wonderful environment, river and coastal   
setting and town centre with unique shops and wide choice of places to eat and drink.

I wish to support the plan as put forward by the Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:

TRACEConsultee ID: 16721 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This letter is to put on record an objection to the proposals put forward in the above document on the following grounds:
• The proposed scale of development
• The proposed road has not been subjected to a DCC highways feasibility test or fully costed
• Existing roads in the vicinity would become rat-runs including those containing primary schools
• It breaches the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton by removal of open space protections
• Would lead to unprecedented levels of urban sprawl and ruin tourist amenity
• Country Wildlife Sites would be compromised by building on or around them
• Land currently protected by designations (Coastal Preservation Area/Area of Great Landscape Value) will be vulnerable to over development
• There are no guarantees that infrastructure would be built before  development takes place
• Puts at risk endangered species such as the rare Cirl Buntings, Skylarks and many other birds, Pipestrelle and Lesser Horseshoe Bats, butterflies including the 
marbled white and golden ringed dragonflies. Dormice and badgers are also to be found in fields surrounding the town 
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As part of the Government's Localism Bill we as a town now have the opportunity to formulate our own community plan to feed into the Core Strategy, rather than 
having one imposed upon us by Teignbridge.

If adopted this will then form part of Teignbridge's Core Strategy. As such Teignmouth Town council have voted unanimously on three occasions to put forward 
their own plan, with the help of a variety of local groups and businesses. We believe
this plan will provide strong direction and guidance to planning professionals, developers, regeneration practitioners and conservationists in shaping the future of 
the town, It aims to more realistically balance the town's future needs and those of
its neighbouring communities with which it has a close relationship and will work within the limitations of the area's topography, built and natural environment.  It 
is understood that key elements of the Teignmouth Town Plan, many of which are not in the Teignbridge Core Strategy will include:

• A design code for the town, which respects Teignmouth's distinctive natural and built environment, promotes energy efficiency and sustainability, add green 
space, provides for future food security and promotes high aesthetic standards
• The provision of new library and community facilities for Teignmouth
• No new link road in Western Teignmouth
• No major western, or northern urban extensions of the town • An enhanced fish quay
• Measures to enhance the town centre retail sector
• A better designed and enhanced Broadmeadow Industrial Estate that helps existing companies and is attractive to a variety of new small and medium sized 
businesses
• Flexible workspace to help develop the town's creative and high technology industries
• Better rail, cycle and walking infrastructure
• A more attractive visitor incentive from the town
• More efficient and better use of developer contributions within the town to help the town, rather than going into a general Teignbridge pot as currently 
• A provision that infrastructure to support any significant sized developments must be built prior to, or at the same time as the development to ensure existing 
infrastructure does not become overstretched
• Lower overall levels of developments 
• More imaginative use of brownfield sites to provide housing within the town
• Windfall sites to be taken into account after 10 years (2023)
• Strong environmental protections maintaining Coastal Preservation Areas (CPA), Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), Country Wildlife Sites and Nature 
Reserves
• Protected open space currently used for community recreation will continue to be protected e.g. the Den, the Coombe Valley, Teignmouth Football Club. Bitton 
Park, Mules Park, The Rowdens and Eastcliff.
• Maintain all existing settlement boundaries between Teignmouth and neighbouring villages and towns
• Regular planning reviews

The Teignbridge Plan removes environment protections from Teignmouth, the plan prepared by the Town Council continues them and seeks to provide a further 
protection by seeking to obtain the designation of Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty for the whole of the Teign estuary.

For the above reasons TRACE will support the plan put forward by Teignmouth Town Council.

Change To Policy:
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Change To Policy:
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